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Christopher Goodwin

This is the first issue of the 2019 subscription year (numbers 145-148), more or less on time and
with a mix of workshop advice and argument. Many thanks to the contributors. Jan Bouterse
continues to share decades of experience in woodwind making, while Stuart Walsh presents
‘something completely different’ in the form of extensive notes on a ‘modern’ historical
instrument, the fairy bells, and an older cousin, the bell cittern; in all a good balance of plucked,
bowed and blown instruments, and of the theoretical and the practical. A few people have paid
in advance for 2019, and I have written to them to tell them so; but if you haven’t paid you will
find herewith a subscription form to renew your subscription. You will not that we don’t have
credit card facilities any more! Hardly anybody was using them. We still accept cheques in
pounds sterling, US dollars or Euros, but much the easiest way to pay is by Paypal, to
sales@lutesoc.co.uk. Please attach a message to say what it is for – though I would probably guess
anyway – and don’t forget to supply a new postal address, or email address, if either has changed.
Please note that in the interests of fairness we now ask overseas members to pay a little
extra for postage – and that if you are paying by Paypal and bank transfer we ask that you
would be so kind as to pay transfer charges so that Fomrhi receives the full amount of your
subscription. If this results in a price that you consider too high, why not go over to electroniconly membership.
Our policy is to send the first issue of each subscription year – our March issue, on a benefitof-the doubt basis, and the second issue likewise, but only as PDF, but after that you have to
subscribe to keep receiving the Quarterly. So it’s best to renew early in the year.
Welcome to new members
We welcome new members this quarter: Fred Bauer, David A Pickett, Ian Dilley,
A new book on harp, fiddle and bagpipe
Uta Henning, who sadly resigns as a member owing to advancing years, is pleased to announce
the publication of a book which distils 40 years of research: Wilhelm Deuer, Uta and Rudolf
Henning, Gerfried H. Leute, Ingomar Mattitsch, Harfe, Fidel und Sackpfeife, di Dartsellung
geistlicher und weltlicher Musik und ihrer Instrumente auf Karntner Bildquellen von der Roemerzeit
bis zur Mitte des 17. Jahrhunderts (Klagenfurt am Woerthersee: Verlag des Geschichtsvereins für
Kärnten, 2017). We would happily print a review if anyone would like to write one.
Ephraim Segerman
You will doubtless have heard by now of the passing of our founder, Ephraim Segerman, in the
middle of March. Such a great pioneer of early music, and especially the application of scientific
methods to early instrument research, surely deserves an obituary, but Djilda Segerman tells us
that he expressly asked that there should be no memorial service or other ceremonials at his
death, and we must respect that request. Suffice it to say that many past of former members will
have instruments, or used strings made by Northern Renaissance Instruments, and that, besides

half a dozen important papers in the Galpin Society Journal, there are over 400 Communications
from Eph archived at www.fomrhi.org. Si monumentum requiris, circumspice.
Forthcoming courses with Cambridge Woodwind Makers
Flute Repair & Care, Wednesday 24th April, with Daniel Bangham
Oboe & Bassoon Repair & Care, Thursday 25th April, with Daniel Bangham
Refresher Repair & Care, Saturday 8th June, with Daniel Bangham
Sunday 9th,Friday 14th June, with Tim Cranmore, make your very own recorder in just five days.
Trumpet Making, Monday 24th - Friday 28th June. Long Trumpet Making with Cambridge
Woodwind Makers In just five days turn flat metal into a beautiful, fully sounding long trumpet!
Brass Repair & Care, Saturday 29th June
Baroque Oboe Making - D'amore, Tuesday 2nd - Sunday 7th July, with Paul van der Linden
Classical Clarinet Making, Sunday 11th - Sunday 25th August, with Daniel Bangham
Cornetto Making, Monday 26th - Friday 30th August with Sam Goble & Andrew Hallock
One-Keyed Folk Flute Making, Sunday 1st - Friday 6th September, with Peter Worrell
Oboe & Bassoon Repair & Care, Saturday 14th September, with Daniel Bangham
Recorder Making, Sunday 15th - Friday 20th September with Jacqueline Sorel
Recorder Repair & Care, Saturday 21st September with Jacqueline Sorel
Recorder Repair & Care, Sunday 22nd September with Jacqueline Sorel
Clarinet Repair & Care, Saturday 28th September with Daniel Bangham
Baroque & Modern Oboe Reed Making, Saturday 5th - Sunday 6th October, with Adam Shapiro
Saxophone Repair & Care, Saturday 12th October with Daniel Bangham

STANDING CALL FOR PAPERS
The Fellowship of Makers and Researchers of Historical Instruments welcomes papers on all
aspects of the history and making of historical musical instruments. Communications or
‘Comms’ as they are called, appeared unedited (please don’t be libellous or insulting to other
contributors!), so please send them EXACTLY as you wish them to appear – in 12 point type, on
A4 paper with a 25mm or 1 inch border all round, or to put it another way, if you are using
non-European paper sizes, then the text area must be 160 x 246 mm (or at least no wider or
longer than this). Our printers make a good job of scanning photos.
In naming your Communication, remember that people will search for it online using
keywords. So if you are discussing, say, a Ruckers harpsichord in Paris, call it ‘Observations on a
Ruckers harpsichord in Paris’, rather than ‘Observations on a curious old instrument.’
You can send contributions EITHER on paper, OR as a Word-compatible or PDF
attachment. If you really do not have access to a word processor of any kind, we may be able to
retype typed or handwritten submissions; send it to our cover address.
The email address for Comms sent as attachments (and other email correspondence) is
Lutesoc@aol.com or secretary@fomrhi.org Non-members will be given a year's free subscription
if they send in a Communication to the Quarterly.
If your interests have changed, and you don’t now want to be a member of FoMRHI, please
let us know, to save postage costs.

FoMRHI Comm. 2104

Eric Franklin

A mediaeval bridge discovered in excavations at Bristol
Dear readership, might I draw your attention to an instrument bridge found in the Finzel’s
Reach excavations in Bristol? I became aware of this via a review article in Current
Archaeology and managed to track down the source paper which I am permitted to quote. The
wood is yew with the grain going across the bridge and I suspect it was held in place by string
compression. To me, the closeness of the two(?) inner strings suggests drone strings accessible
for bowing from either side but there must be other solutions.
Source: From Bridgehead to Brewery; Section 2.13 Woodworking Technology, by Steven J
Allen, Oxford Archaeology Monograph 27; ISBN 978-0-904220-86-5
P12/13: Late 12th-Early 13th Century
Fig. 1, no. 5; Plate 3. Bridge from stringed musical instrument. Flat wider base edge with
semicircular cut out at mid-point. Drilled and carved cut out at each end. Narrow edge scored
for 4, possibly 5 strings, but incomplete. Some surface damage. Cut from tangentially faced
Taxus baccata L. 36 l, 18 w, 12 th. 4217, SF3142, A1.17, Per 2, TSW3.
P19: The most unusual, and unexpected find from the assemblage is the bridge from a stringed
musical instrument such as a lute or similar (Fig. 1, no. 5, Plate 3). The bridge is used to support
the ends of the strings, lifting them clear of the body of the instrument, allowing them to be
plucked or bowed during play. The Finzel’s Reach bridge is grooved to take four strings, a
smaller fifth groove seemingly only present to mark the mid-point of the object. It is carefully
shaped and carved for decorative, as well as musical purposes. However, there are no traces of
nails or pegs to hold it in place, suggesting the object was unused or had been glued in place
with an adhesive which has left no trace. There appear to be no similar finds published from
this period in the British Isles. A very crude example of Anglo-Scandinavian date is known
from York (Morris 2000, 2356), but there are better worked early 11th-century examples from
Lake Paladru, Isère (Homo-Lechner 1993, 261, nos 2 and 3), carved from another dense closegrained wood, in this case maple, and scored for three and two cords.

Section 2.13, Figure 1, Wooden small finds, nos. 1-7 – Find no. 5

Section 2.13, Plate 3: Instrument Bridge

FoMRHI Comm. 2105

Jan Bouterse

Making woodwind instruments 11.7-11.10 Recorders
Window, windway, labium and block: operating sequence
This is my usual operating sequence:
1 - Making the window (first phase)
- tracing out and piercing the places for the holes (2 or 3 of them)
- filling the bore with a piece of wood
- drilling the holes (about 1 mm too small in relation to the later size of the window)
- cutting and filing the window, but still a bit too short (N-S) and narrow (W-E)

Three phases of making a window and labium in a ‘working head’.
Important: The working head must be held steady, placed in a clamp or vice. I use several
files, from coarse to very fine, some of them I have ground with a smooth side and/or
made thinner so that they fit in the window. With all the work on windway, window and
labium, some types or pieces of wood are more brittle than others so work slowly, try to
discover the character of the wood, check always what you have done, and look at the
result from different sides; good light is important.

Left: the wooden plug (here
taken out) used for filling the
bore in the section of windway
prevents the wood splintering
when the drill goes through the
wall into the bore of the head.

A selection of tools for shaping and finishing the
window and labium: small knives, chisels,
rasps, files and scrapers (S). I have ground some
of the tools with an oblique angle, so that they
fit better in the corners of the labium (for
instance the side walls); see the marks on the
photo. When cutting the labium with a chisel, I
put a small piece of wood in the window to
avoid damage at the north face of the window
(photo, right).
2- Making the windway (first phase), with hand tools or a windway cutting machine.
- never forget: wood that is removed, can’t be put back;
- at first you must find the direction of the grain of the wood; you have to decide
whether you are going to work with pushing or pulling tools. You can find how
the grain runs by cutting the wood with a
knife or chisel on the exterior above the
windway section (because it is a working
head, the wood is thick enough to do that).
On this recorder (photo, right) the grain is
Likely going a bit downwards in N direction,
and thus upwards in S direction, which
means I can use pulling windway tools.

Think thoroughly about this; try to visualize what the grain direction is and what the
consequences are of using cutting tools against the direction of the grain.
- irregular grain in wood is a often a nuisance and makes cutting more difficult; in
that case you can better use files or tools with sanding paper;
- with hand tools: check that the windway goes straight, and (more or less) parallel to
the axis. As the beak is not yet cut out, you can check the inclination by measuring the
height at several points, see this example:

It is for an alto recorder, with a windway parallel to the axis, and with a step of 0.8
mm. The bore diameter at A is Ø 20.0 mm, at B and C 19.0 mm. We have to do now
some calculations. A step of 0.8 means that at point B the height must become 19.8
mm, that is from the roof to the axis 19.8 - 9.5 = 10.3 mm.
That value of 10.3 applies also for point A, the N-side of the windway. But as the
bore is wider at that point, we must add the half of that bore (10.0), the height at A
will be 10.0 + 10.3 = 20.3 mm. We must thus focus on these two values: 20.3 mm at
point A, and 19.8 mm at point B.
3- Finishing the window in combination with making the labium (outlining, cutting with a
knife or chisel along the lines you have drawn), then cutting, filing and scraping (but
leaving the labium edge still a bit too thick).
4- Windway, second phase: you have now a better view into the windway, so you can do the
first finishing of the windway. That means: making the wood surfaces smooth, the sidewalls
with sharp (not rounded) corners; check the profiles (N-S and E-W), they must be regular.
5- Making and fitting the block, phase 1: a bit too long and too high.
6- Finishing the block (phase 2, also intonating phase 1): lowering the surface of the block,
until you are just beginning to see the labium edge. The first sound can be produced! The
chamfers must also now be made, at first a bit too small, but they must be cut or filed with
clean (not rounded) edges.
7- Intonating phase 2. That is mainly removing wood and smoothing surfaces: of the block,
windway roof, chamfers, labium, under labium (candle flame). The result can only judged
by playing the head in combination with the other parts of the recorder. You need them,
complete with the tone holes (it is helpful, but not strictly necessary that they are perfectly
tuned).
8- You have now a good idea of the qualities of the head. When you are satisfied, you must
now go on with turning and finishing the head. Before cutting the beak, it might be useful to

do some last measurements of the windway.
9- Next phase of intonating, combined with tuning the recorder.
10- The first playing sessions, combined with refinements of intonating and tuning.
These steps in the working process are here listed and described as separate items. But they
in reality very much linked to each other. Some steps are executed in combined in a coordinated operation.
Making the block
Block is the German name for a piece of wood. On modern recorders (Blockflöten) blocks
are often made of a softwood, of one or another kind of cedar wood. That can be Juniperus
virginiana, known as red cedar (actually a juniper species). What did they use on historic
instruments? The woods of their blocks is often hard to determine; it is sometimes not even
sure if they are made of softwood (pine, fir, etc.) or hardwood (perhaps fruitwoods). Wood
for blocks must be stable and ‘waterproof’, finishable to very smooth surfaces, not swelling
too much when wet, and not too hard to work. And not poisonous, or causing allergic
reactions (which sometimes happen with cedar woods).

A block is only partly round; you can’t turn it on a lathe, so you must cut it from a square
piece of wood (1). But a lathe is used to turn the collars at both ends (2), which will have
the diameters of the bore of the head at the N and S-end of the windway. That is followed
by tracing the outlines of the block surface (3), with a fine saw and chisels you can make
the shoulders of the block (4). Then comes the job of making the ‘body’ of the block round,
with chisels, knives, files and sanding paper (5 and 6). After a while, you can knock the
block some way into the bore. But the body of the
block is still too thick; you see that on the surface of the
wood from pressing marks. Then you know that on (or
from) that place you have to remove more wood. And
knock the block in again, a hundred times (or more).
Don’t use too much force with this knocking, or the
wood of the head will crack. It is better to put a hose
clamp tightly around the head (photo right).

At the end, when there is not so much knocking on the block required, I remove the surplus
of the wood (the collar) at the south end. On most historic recorders the bore of the upper
section is slightly conical, for instance going from 20 to 19 mm for an alto (see the example
mentioned before). That conicity gives us the possibility of getting a perfect fit with the
block. If by chance you have removed somewhere a bit too much wood, the block can
knocked a bit further. But you have to make the block initially a bit too long, of course.
For more information about making a block (including attention to safety aspects),
see www.flute-a-bec.com/bouchongb.html, which has good pictures and several tips
(also about other aspects of making recorders), generously presented - and
translated in English - by French woodwind maker Philippe Bolton.
Some thoughts about intonating recorders
An organ pipe produces only one note; the average recorder twenty or more. That is one of
the reasons that recorder windways are so different in constructions from the feet of organ
pipes. Another difference: the air that goes through a recorder windway is much more moist
(and often warmer as well), which has also consequences for the construction. There is
usually an increase in air pressure when you play from the lowest tones to the upper
registers of a recorder. That is also the case on a flute (traverso), but there you have to
change the direction of the wind as well: by moving the chin and lips a bit forward, the
wind blows at a bit steeper angle to (the upper rim of) the mouthhole. My theory is that a
similar (but smaller) change of direction of the wind might happen on recorders with a
windway roof that has a curved N-S profile. But I can’t prove this theory, I have not the
equipment such as was used in some tests to visualize the tone production of a recorder, see
for instance (but only in Dutch): www.flute-a-bec.com/miko-fluit.html where Avraham
Hirschberg explains in a video what happens when the air coming from the windway
bumps against the labium. See the same video on the website of the French recorder maker
Philippe Bolton, on his pages about recorder acoustics (English available). But this video
shows only what happens when one note is played, not when one changes to another note or
register.
The theory of tone production of the recorder´s sound is rather complicated and
Hirschberg gives this warning: ‘Some models have been presented in the past where a
problematic phenomenon is explained by somebody with a theory that wasn’t quite
understood by the person explaining.’ That warning is the reason that I will be reluctant to
give easy explanations of the function of some parameters, despite my desire to visualize
the effects of some operations on windway, block and labium.
The way many instrument makers are working is very much empirical: they know (more or
less) what happens, or better - in which direction an effect of an operation will be, e.g.
lowering a block or widening a window. But they can’t explain exactly why or how strong
that effect will be, and at what moment to stop interfering. I have heared many times, from
makers of various musical instruments: removing bit by bit some wood from a block (or
sound board or whatever) the sound gradually improves, but only to a critical point. Going
past that point means disaster: the sound has become suddenly very bad, and there is no
way back. And that means on a recorder, with so many points where you can do something
(and that is always removing material and finishing surfaces), that many things can go
wrong. However, by working carefully, you will discover that there are also rather wide
margins within which you can make fine instruments.

Points of attention (in random order)
The step (between windway roof and labium)
How do we know the perfect height of the step? First: by studying drawings with measurements of excellent historic recorders, and/or taking measurements yourself from
instruments (factory-made recorders, or copies after old instruments) which you like.
Secondly: by making a recorder, starting with a rather low step (say 0.5 mm) and then after making a block and playing the instrument - gradually make some more space, for
instance up to 0.8 mm (for many altos a good height) or a bit more (1.0 or 1.1 mm). Indeed,
it is a matter of tenths of a millimetre. You can - with a trained eye - see the differences,
but your ear is the best tool.
It makes a difference making a recorder that is intended to be played for 6 or 8 hours a
day. The wood in the head will swell a bit more and you can better make the step a fraction
higher (1.0 instead of 0.8 mm) and/or the block surface a bit lower. And, of course, it
makes a difference whether you are making a sopranino or a bass recorder. However, that
doesn’t mean that the step for the bass recorder is 4 times higher than that of the sopranino.
Straight or arched windways
Does it makes any difference - a straight or arched
windway? Or how strongly that arch is curved? It´s
rather strong in renaissance recorders, see right, photo
of the tenor recorder SAM149, Kunsthistorisches
Museum in Vienna (photo from the catalogue of the
collection of renaissance recorders, Vienna 2006).
On most baroque recorders is the arching less strong, or
even almost flat (some recorders by Willem Beukers).

a

b

Diagram: cross sections at
labium edge
The consequences of a flat windway at the S end are that with the same diameter of the
exterior the sidewalls are lower with a flat windway (a) then with a curved one (b).
The height of the sidewalls has an effect on the pitch of the recorder and also on the sound,
such as the stability of the notes. There is an easy way to test these effects, by putting some
plasticine besides the window.
There might also be (but I have not tested that) an effect of the windway shape on the
behaviour of the condensation water, which inevitably will form in the windway when you
play the recorder and which not must form droplets which clog the windway up.It is best
when the moisture becomes a thin film that gradually disappears in the direction of the
windway, without disturbing the sound. The condensation problems might be bigger in a
flat windway.

The height and profile of the block, the chamfers
The point of departure is that the block fits in the head of the recorder, but is still a bit too
high. The sound is not good, resistance is high, some notes do not speak.
The next step is gradually
lowering the block, which can
be done with files or a fine
quality sanding plate. Many
blocks (on historic recorders as
well as modern instruments)
have a slight concave (hollow)
profile. I have adapted a file
and a sanding plate (photo,
right) to be a bit curved, which
makes it easy to make that
hollow profile.
Sanding plates were twenty years ago sold by Sandvik, in qualities from fine to coarse.
They do not make them any more. The depicted plate is by the Japanese firm NT Dresser,
but they have only one (fine) quality. You can do most of the finishing with this stuff, but
the sanding plates by Sandvik were better, I could work faster with them. I still have some
pieces, and use it only for blocks.
How far to go with lowering the block? At the South end until I can see the edge of the
labium, at first at about step height, or slightly (0.1 or 0.2 mm) more. The opening at the
north end is generally a bit higher, for instance 1.2 to 1.5 mm. I discovered that for alto
recorders it works well when the surface of the opening is about 1.5 to 2 times more then
the exit at the other end. An example: a windway entrance with 13.5 x 1.25 mm makes an
opening of 16.875 square mm. The surface at the exit (south end) is 11.8 x 0.9 = 10.62; the
quotient of both values is 1.59.
Heiko ter Schegget, a professional recorder player and teacher at the conservatorium in
Utrecht who makes his own instruments, told me that the best sound is produced when the
block is as high as possible - of course all tones must speak well, especially the critical ones
such as f3 on an alto recorder. Perfect finishing of all aspects of the windway, window and
labium helps improve the sound as well as the speaking of the notes. Heiko is especially
critical about the finishing of the chamfers. The surfaces must be perfectly smooth (no
burs!) with well defined edges (not rounded!). However: when your recorder produces some
unwanted noise (a ‘wolf’, for instance on g1 on an alto recorder), it helps sometimes to
soften the edges of the chamfers a bit with the finest polishing paper. Philippe Bolton gives
detailed instructions how to make the chamfers, with chisels/knifes or with files.
If you make a block too low, the window too long and the chamfers too big, you will lose
control over the tone: the sound becomes loud and noisy. But I can’t give detailed rules
about how big the chamfers must be. I can only say here: make the chamfers initially not as
big as on the historical instrument that you are copying, but initially smaller. Begin with the
block chamfer, then with a small top chamfer, and listen well to what happens. The
problem is that you are also working on lowering the block, it is difficult to separate these
actions. On recorders by some Italian makers there are no chamfers at all. Jewgenij
Ilarionov, a recorder maker from the Ukraine. wrote about that in an interview with Nik
Tarasov (see www.windkanal.de/mastering-the-chiff). He says: ‘Thinking of drawings of
instruments

from the 17th century like the Rosenborg recorder or the Kynseker recorders from Nuremberg, there is another point in the construction or realization of the voicing: unlike instruments from the 18th century there is no chamfer. And this is no wonder, because in my
experience, chamfers make the function of the ‘chiff' weak. And secondly, big chamfers
make the attack slow. On the contrary, there seem to have been a taste at least until the
middle of the 17th century for the fast attack’. See also below in the following paragraph.
Size and shape of window and labium
Herbert Heyde wrote in his book ‘Flöten’, a catalogue of the recorders and flutes in the
collection (as it was called then) of the Musikinstrumentenmuseum der Karl-Marx-Universität Leipzig (nowadays Grassi Museum Leipzig) and published in 1978 in Leipzig, about
the relation between the width and length of the windows of recorders. And he says (p. 15)
that there is a connection with organ pipes, where there is a preference for relationships
such as 1/6, 1/5, 1/4, 2/11 and 2/9. I don’t think that his observation is very helpful, if it is
correct at all. A larger size of the window gives a bigger sound, and raises the pitch of the
recorder. I found for alto recorders at about a-440 Hz windways averaging about 4.0 mm
long, for altos in a-415 from 4.0 to 4.5, and for altos of about a-405 from 4.3 to 4.7 mm. It
is best to make a window as a start (when you have not much experience as a recorder
maker) a bit short; by working very neatly you can make a window a bit longer without the
occurence of negative effects (a noisy tone).
The size of the labium has also an effect on the chiff. It is actually what you hear in the
first milliseconds of the sound, as I mentioned in Comm. 2041. Some organs have a very
clear attack (in German: ‘spucken’), with some higher frequencies in the sound spectrum.
That is related to the size of the window, but I can’t tell you exactly how it actually works.
I was told that in organ pipes a very short (organ makers say: low) window as well as a
long (high) window can cause the spuck effect. And, as we saw above, chamfering plays an
important role as well.
Labium side walls are generally slightly flared, both
north-south and in cross section. The exception: some
recorders by Abraham van Aardenberg, such as (see
photo right) this soprano from the Boers collection. The
labium is short, wide, with slightly curved sidewalls.

The labium of the bass recorder by Richard
Haka in the city museum of Gothenburg
(photo left) has a completely different labium.
In relation to the diameter of the exterior much
smaller, and the sidewalls are much more ‘shadowing’ the labium. I suppose designed by
Haka to keep the pitch of this bass as low as
possible in regarding to its length. Otherwise
he would have had to make the instrument
longer, with more awkward fingerhole
positions.

The ‘underlabium’ (candle flame)
The ‘underlabium’ is the underside or inside of the
labium, in the bore of the head of the recorder.
The dotted line in the diagram shows the shape of
such an underlabium, also called a ‘candle flame’,
because of its shape: a conic section as a transition
from the arching of the labium edge to the curvature of the bore of the head. If the labium edge has
the same curve as the bore, then there is no (need
of ) a candle flame. A square (flat) windway with ditto flat labium has generally a long
candle flame.
Photo left: after removing the block, a view
down the bore with windway roof (with some
strange damage - woodworm?), window and
underlabium. The outline of the candle flame is
clearly visible. The photo is from the only
surviving part of an alto recorder by Engelbert
Terton (city museum of Brielle, Netherlands).

Photo right: the much shorter candle flame in the head of
one of my (still unfinished) recorders. The windway roof
is here in much better condition, but the sidewalls of the
windway are still a bit sloppy.
There are two ways to make a candle flame: as the first
phase of cutting the windway, or you can make it after (most of) the windway is finished.
The same tools are used for windway and candle flame.
The top of the candle flame reaches usually the labium edge. But there is sometimes a bit
of distance, which means that there is some undercutting of the labium edge.

On the left diagram: candle flame with its top reaching the labium edge. On the right
diagram: the labium is undercut over some millimeters. It is a way to make the step which is
too big a bit smaller.

11-10 The working of the wood
Woodwind makers in the past usually sawed (or split) the wood in quarters, so that the
radial surface (the 'stripe') was displayed on the front of the sections of the instruments.
The advantage of that way of working is that it is easier to give that side of the wood a
smooth finish, and also the chance of cracking is greater on the other side, the tangential
surface (the 'flame') of the wood. But I have seen a few exceptions, for instance the
recorders of Willem Beukers stamped with a fleur de lis. Philippe Bolton gives the advice
of choosing the radial side at the top for the block (windway side) as well, because that
will improve moisture absorption. I can’t tell if the makers in the past did that as well. I
have seen some recorders by Van Aardenberg with the tangential surface of the wood
visible at the windway side.
This is a diagram of a cross section of a
wood stem and the position of an instrument part with R (radial side) and T
(tangential side) of the wood. On most
historical instruments the radial side is in
front of the parts. That has some consequences in the long term. Wood shrinks
(in cross section) over the years more
between Rand R than between T and T:
shrinking cracks always run perpendicular
to the growth rings. Which means that the
bore of instrument parts become somewhat oval, with the result that windways
are now narrower than when the recorder
left the maker’s workshop. This knowledge can help you with the rescue of a
windway made with a slightly too big
step: after some years of playing (or a
treatment with some forced drying), the step will become - with some luck - just perfect.
Some final remarks
The instructions on these pages are somewhat condensed and far from complete. Other instrument makers with much more experience surely know more about acoustical and technical questions. But as a lot of that knowledge has an empirical character and that makes it,
in combination with the complex matter of the subject, difficult to pass on to other people.
My approach is far from scientific and I prefer working with simple techniques and not too
expensive (e.g. self-made) tools. That means a bit more flexibility and improvising. The
advantage is that I have learned to make all sorts of corrections, the disadvantge is that it is
more difficult to produce series of recorders with precisely the same dimensions and exactly
the same character. If that is what you want, you have to invest in machines which can copy
exactly the main features of the instruments. But what I know from factory-made recorders
is that there is still variation in sound (and other features) within their series.
I still have several questions about recorder acoustics. I am sometimes dreaming how
scientific research in this field might be carried out, for instance with a test recorder with all
kinds of adjustable features. But I have not yet found how to make a test set for which measurement equipment is needed. We have to rely on our eyes and our ears. They have to be
trained and kept in good order. Work safely!
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Jan Bouterse
Three recorders of my own design

Down the years I have made recorders after original (most historical) instruments, but I
have also designed some models myself. Three of them are presented here, a soprano in c2
and a sopranino in f2 in renaissance style, both in two parts with a cylindrical bore, and a
baroque alto in f1. All are tuned in a-440 Hz, but have extra parts for playing in a-415 Hz.
- The soprano in c2 is an adaptation of a recorder developed by Alec Loretto. My version
is thinner, simply because I had for the connection ring only a thinner brass tube. And
then I had to make some changes (most of them small) to the size and position of the
fingerholes. It is essentially the same instrument as the square soprano I presented in the
last FoMRHI Q. The soprano plays at a1=440 Hz with ‘modern baroque fingerings’, also
called ‘English baroque’ or ‘Dolmetsch fingerings’. It has a strong and stable sound, the
third register (b3 and c4) must be played with some force to get them in tune. I have
made for this soprano three different lower parts, two with the same cylindrical bore of
Ø 14 mm, sounding a semitone lower (a-415 Hz) and the other a semitone higher (a-466
Hz). The higher notes are more difficult with the short joint. An interesting detail: the
fingerholes are smaller on the longer, and bigger on the shorter joint. That has an effect
on the sound, being sweeter on the longer joint. The third lower joint has a conical bore
that narrows from Ø 14 to 10.5 mm (and widening at the lower end). Because of that
bore, you have to use reamer(s) which makes this joint more difficult to make than the
other ones. This part has smaller finger-holes and the sound is more refined ‘baroque’.
This is my ‘early baroque soprano’, with common baroque fingerings perfect for all
types of music, with strong low and easy speaking high notes.
- I have also made a sopranino recorder (in f2), in two parts and with a cylindrical bore. It
plays in a-440 Hz, and with the other joint in a-415, with baroque fingerings.
I made this sopranino, just as the cylindrical soprano, using common available drill sizes,
Ø 12 mm for the sopranino. That is perhaps a little bit wide, using Ø 11.5 might be better,
especially for the third register (e4 and f4).
- The third recorder is a baroque alto (in f1) in three parts, in a-440 Hz, based on some
longer recorders by Stanesby and Steenbergen. In the course of the years I changed it at
several points, mainly in the bore and fingerholes. About the positions of these holes: they
are quite comfortable for people with small hands who can’t stretch their fingers so much.
About the longer middle joint for playing in a-415 Hz: it is, of course, a bit weird to scale
down an instrument at first, then making that longer middle joint. But it plays fine and I
prefer even the sound to that of the 440 joint.
A general remark on scaling instruments: it is always a learning process, you have to make
sometimes one or more test pieces to discover in which direction changes have to be
made: that gives you a lot of insight in the science of woodwind making.
I must also give a warning: I can’t guarantee that following the drawings will automatically
result in a perfect instrument. You must see them as points of departure, as directions, not
as absolute truth. The data are also never 100 % complete, there is always some
interpretation involved, for which you must use the combination of your imagination and
common sense. Also important: make your own working plan based on the measurements
in the drawings. That will help you very much to understand what is going on. But, of
course, you may ask me if there are some points in the drawings you find very obscure
(info@mcjbouterse.nl).
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An exercise in interpretation: an alto recorder by Van Heerde

Introduction
This article is an introduction in how to interpret the available information on an historical
recorder, a baroque alto by Van Heerde from the Boers collection in the Rijksmuseum in
Amsterdam. A full set of measurements with drawings at a scale of 1:1 is published in
‘Niederländische Blockflöten des 18. Jahrhunderts - Dutch recorders of the 18th century’ by
Rob van Acht, Vincent van den Ende and Hans Schimmel (published by Moeck Verlag,
Celle 1991). This album deals with Dutch recorders in the collection of the Gemeentemuseum in Den Haag (The Hague), including instruments which since 1952 have been on loan
from the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. But there is a problem: the Van Heerde alto was for
many years combined with a foot with the stamp of Boekhout, another woodwind maker
from Amsterdam.The original foot by Van Heerde was found in a cupboard in the
Rijksmuseum, ten years after publication of the album and rejoined with the other parts!
A difficulty with the album is that it takes considerable insight to understand the measuring
data, how they were obtained, and to translate them into a working plan for making a copy.
In this article I give some elucidation as to how the instruments were measured by Hans
Schimmel. The Van Heerde alto is chosen because I can present data on the original foot.
I have not yet made a copy of the recorder (I did that with another alto by Van Heerde), and
that’s why I am writing this article (not an easy excercise for me!) with some reluctance.
About Van Heerde
Three generations with the surname Van Heerde lived and worked in Amsterdam: Jan Jurriaensz (1638-1691), Albert(us) (1674-ca. 1720) and Jan van Heerde (1704-ca. 1750).
Several recorders (all of them altos), traversos, oboes and some parts of one or two schalmeien survived. The Van Heerdes stamped their instruments VAN HEERDE in a more or
less pronounced curve (and not in a scroll), but without their initials. On some instruments a
crown is stamped, on others a rampant lion. There is some variation in the curve of the
name and in details of the marks. The absence of initials makes it hard to tell by which
member of the family the instruments are made. Two recorders in early baroque style have
been discovered stamped IVH. It is possible that they are made by a member of the family,
probably by the first generation, Jan Jurriaensz van Heerde. That could mean that the other
woodwinds with the Van Heerde stamp are made by the later generations. See more about
that question in my dissertation: Dutch wind instruments and their makers (2005).
About the alto recorder
The alto recorder by Van Heerde described here comes from the collection of Johan Coenradus Boers (1812-1896), a musician and musicologist who during his lifetime collected an
important set of historical instruments. There is no information where and when Boers had
discovered his instruments. After his death, the collection was acquired (in 1899) by the
Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. The alto recorder by Van Heerde received the object number
BK-NM-11430-95. When it was on loan to the Haags Gemeentemuseum it had another
number: Ea 33-x-1952 (later changed in Ea 1952x0033). See also the information on the
website www.rijksmuseum.nl.

The alto is made of boxwood, stained brown. Head
and middle joint have once been cleaned and polished,
which also happened to the foot with the Boekhout
stamp. In one of my own photos (left) the polished
shine of the wood is better visible than in the photo
(right), which comes from the website of the Rijksmuseum. In the museum a photographing technique is
used where light reflections are strongly suppressed.
It is not so strange that the feet have been swapped in
the past: the foot by Boekhout (upper one in the photo
below) fitted quite nicely to the parts made by Van
Heerde, not only because of the colour, but also for
the style of the turnery, with nicely round curves.
The original foot looks not so clean and gives also a
problem, because it had two deep cracks at both sides
of the socket, resulting in much reduced playability of
the instrument.

All (original) parts are stamped with the name VAN HEERDE with a
crown above the name. The stamp on the foot is visible at the front
when the hole on the foot is turned to the right, so for playing with the
right hand under. The block (cedar type of wood) of the recorder fits
well and is very probably original. All parts, and the block, have the
radial face of the wood at the front. The thumb hole (hole 0) has a nail
groove, but at a quick glance on the instrument doesn’t show many
traces of intensive use. It is generally preserved well. The middle joint
is slightly curved (the west side is a bit shorter), the difference in length
between the west and east side is not recorded.

The measurements by Hans Schimmel
Full attention was given by Hans Schimmel to the maximum and minimum values of the
diameters of the bores of the instrument parts. Thanks to that we know that the head is
rather strongly but also irregularly warped in cross section, especially around window and
labium. That results in a difference in diameter of 0.8 mm between the smaller vertical and
the horizontal measurement. Such differences can be caused by an irregular reaming
operations, but in this case there is a similar difference in diameter at the exterior of the
head: at the lower side of the labium I measured a difference of about 0.7 between the
maximum and minimum value. Surprisingly, Hans Schimmel didn’t give any attention to
the maximum and minimum diameters for the exterior of the head. There is on the drawing
for each position only one measurement. It is hard to tell whether that is the maximum or
minimum value (or the horizontal or vertical value): I have made some extra measurements
(horizontal and vertical) and found that the values of Hans Schimmel are sometimes close
to my maxima, but not at all positions. It is all in all a bit confusing.
The differences between maximum and minimum diameters mean that quite a lot of
irregular shrinking of the wood must have taken place. That happened (just as we read in
the handbooks) more strongly in tangential (along the growth rings) than in radial
direction. The effect of the warping gradually diminishes towards the lower end of the
head, where there is only a difference of 0.1 to 0.2 mm between the values, in the bore as
well at the outside. There is again some internal and external warpage, In the upper 40 mm
of the middle joint (tenon and a bit further), of max. 0.4 mm. I have seen that on many
woodwinds and is caused by the thin wall of the tenon.
Another point of discussion is the accuracy of the measurements of Hans Schimmel: he
gives bore values with a precision of 0.01 mm. But the question is how he obtained these
measurements. The information in ‘Dutch recorders’ about that is very limited, there is only
mention that the apparatus to measure the windways was developed by the Kamerlingh
Onnes Laboratory of the University of Leiden, that for the bore was made by the firm of
Oscar Schwenk of Fellbach (Germany). But there is no elucidation how these apparatus
were actually functioning. I have seen the bore measurement equipment only out of use;
what I can remember is that a bar with a tracer was put into the bore of an instrument, and
that at the other end an outcome - in the form of an angle measurement - was read off.
Turning around over 1800 gave a second outcome, and combined with the first the diameter
of the bore at the position of the tracer was calculated.

The drawing above is a (very) simplified depiction of a measuring set such as was used for
the recorders in the Gemeentemuseum. Omitted on the drawing: the rather complex construction for holding and turning the instrument parts. A complication with this measuring
system: how to deal with instruments with crooked parts, such as the middle joint of the
Van Heerde recorder. The advantage of this way of measuring is that the tracer is only
slightly touching the bore end leaves no traces, it is very safe for the instruments. The
disadvantage is that measuring is a quite complex procedure, involving several steps where
margins of error accumulate and the (suggested) precision of 0.01 depends on the way the

calculations were carried out. My idea is that rounding off all values to 0.05 mm is more
realistic and comes closer to the accuracy that modern woodwind makers can achieve.
There is a bigger problem when we compare the outcomes of
the bore measurements with those of the block. The diameter
of the block at L 24 is 20.35 and at its lower end (at L 57.35)
19.9 mm. Both diameters measured in the old-fashioned way
with a caliper, without the need of calculations. But the horizontal diameter of the bore of the head, measured with the
angle measurements, is at both points considerably lower:
20.1 and 19.65 mm (see the table on the next page). My
suggestion: always check bore diameters taken with those
modern sophisticated apparatus with one or more direct
measurements. Hans Schimmel apparently did so: in one of
diagrams (see picture right) he gives quite different values:
and here the block fits perfectly in the bore of the head. I just discovered these differences
when I wrote this article, and I don’t know why Hans Schimmel didn’t see them, or was not
bothered about it. An interesting detail in the drawing: the north face of the window is
slightly leaning back, 0.3 mm at the top.
Another decision of Hans Schimmel and Rob
van Acht was the choice of data they gave for
the fingerholes. They measured the smallest
size (Y) in two directions, and the dimensions,
also in two directions at the surface of the
wood. But they didn’t give data for the undercutting of the holes. As they explained: these
measurements are not accurate enough.
Instead X-ray photos were made and added to
the drawings. They are not of the highest
quality, but give just enough information to get an idea of the internal shape and design of
the fingerholes. The undercutting is for most holes moderately strong and quite regular in
all directions, the undercutting angles seem to be rather the same for all holes. The holes are
as a result about 50% wider where they meet the wall of the bore. For instance hole 1 goes
from 6.0 to c. 9 mm (in length). See the picture below in which I have increased the contrast
of the original X-ray photo.

The bore profile of the windway
The inclination of (the roof of) the windway can be established from the bore measurements
of the head: subtracting half of the horizontal values (Ø-hor) from the vertical values (Ø-ver
or H-ver) gives the distance from the roof to the axis of the head (H-axis). But that is not
possible where the beak is cut out and vertical measurements are missing. It is possible to
give values for Ø-hor between L0 and L24, by extrapolating the graph of the bore.

Table of dimensions of bore, windway and block
E means: value calculated by extrapolating bore graphic. Outcomes for Ø-hor and Ø-ver
rounded off to 0.05 mm. Values for H-axis calculated from original measurements.
L
0
15
24
27
30
36
42
48
54
57
61.5
66
72
78
102
114
120
135
159

Ø-hor
Ø-H-ver
H-axis
H-block
H windway opening
20.3 (E)
20.2 (E)
20.1
18.75
1.2 to 1.25
20.1
20.05
10.03
20.1
20.1
10.055
20.0
20.05
10.06
19.9
20.0
10.065
19.8
20.0
10.07
19.7
19.9
10.07
10.075
19.25
0.65
19.65 (19.95*) 19.9 (20.13*)
step: 1.1 (1.18*)
(*: values from the data in the drawings)
19.6 (19.8)
18.8 (18.92)
19.55
18.75
19.5
18.9
19.4
18.85
19.3
18.9
19.3
19.0
19.35
19.1
19.3
19.1
View into the windway; the labium
19.15
19.05
edge or lip is (just) not visible.

Chamfers and north face of the window.

Windway, player’s end. All curves of the
windway are nicely parallel, there are no
signs of problems, such as damage, dirt or
warping of the wood of the block or of the
recorder itself. The radius of the E-W
curve of the windway opening is stronger
(R between 25 and 30 mm) than at the
other end (R 50 to 60 mm).

The height of the block at the window is 19.25 mm, the height under the labium edge 18.9
(according to the drawings of the details) or even less:18.8 (according to the table). Both
values suggest that the block is so high that looking through the windway you can’t see the
labium edge, and that is indeed the case (see photo). The step (effective height of the windway) is now 1.1 mm, which is rather big. More likely would be a value of about 0.8 mm.

The Ø-hor values show that the bore of the head is slightly conically tapering from North to
South, most clearly between L48 and L78. The windway is only very slightly rising from L
30 onwards. But is it possible to tell about the windway profile of the first 27 mm?
Schimmel gives in the book a table with the height of the curve of the windway roof,
measured with the specially developed apparatus to a line between the lowest points
(close) at both ends. I put these heights in a graph, see below.

It happens that the highest point of the graph is just at L 27 (a), with a value of 0.37 mm. But
as we have seen that from L 27 onwards the windway roof is parallel to the axis of the head,
in the diagram below I have tilted the graph until the line after L 27 almost running
horizontally to the right. And now it becomes clear that the windway roof is sharply rising
from (close to) the beginning up to about L 27.

We can now calculate the distance of the windway at L 0, at the opening at the N-end. It is
just comparing the lengths of line a- with line b-. As a = 0.34 mm, b will be about 0.8 mm.
Which means that at L0 the distance from axis to windway roof is (about) 9.2 mm.
But is that possible? By extrapolating the graph of the bore of the head, the horizontal value
at point L 0 is about 20.2 mm. And that must also have been
the vertical value when the head bore was initially
reamed before Van Heerde made the windway.
The minimum height to the axis for the
windway is consequently 10.1 mm. That is
almost 1 mm more than the height
calculated from the graph. Which means
that according to the calculations the
windway roof (dotted line b in the
diagram, right) begins in mid air, not in
the wood (hatched area). That is of course
impossible: line a is the lowest position of
the windway roof. The incongruity can
only be explained by the irregular shrinking
of the wood and the problems with the
correctness of the bore measurements.

About shrinkage of wood
European boxwood (Buxus sempervirens) shrinks rather much from wet (freshly cut) to
absolutely dry: 11% in radial and 15% in tangential direction. I have this information from
‘Houtvademecum, deel 1: Houtsoorten, a handbook published by the Houtvoorlichtingsinstituut (wood information institute) in Amsterdam (no ISBN, no year of publication).
That shrinking percentage is much more than other woods used in instrument making. For
instance: the percentages for maple and most fruit woods are 4% and 9%.
I have also observed in some instruments that there is sometimes a difference in shrinkage
between the wood that is close to the heart, and the wood that is closer to the bark (boxwood has no or hardly visible sapwood). This causes crooking of instrument parts; knots in
the wood and wood from trees which had grown under special conditions may give additional problems during the drying process. Boxwood need carefully (slowly) drying and the
old woodwind makers surely knew that. But we don’t know how dry the wood was when
Van Heerde made his alto recorder. And what was his working order: making the windway
after (or even some years after) he had turned the wood, or directly after drilling, reaming
and doing the first stage of the turning? Was the wood perhaps already oval before Van
Heerde made the windway?
Another, and rather important question: does the wood always shrink in all directions, or is
it possible that - for instance - a bore which was originally perfectly round (e.g. Ø 19.6 mm)
becomes distorted as well: becoming oval from those circular 19.6 to an oval cross section
of 19.8 x 19.0 mm as maximum and minimum? To which of those values we must return
when making a reconstruction of the original dimensions: to the probably highest, a bit
lower, or average diameters? This is a point to consider, especially when an instrument has
now fine playing qualities, despite having a bore profile with the problems discussed above.
Whatever it may be: the difference between the horizontal and vertical bore measurements
close to window and labium are on this alto recorder by Van Heerde exceptionally high, I
have seen, also in the window area, comparable differences only on some bass recorders.

Details of block, window and labium, by Hans Schimmel and Vincent van den Ende.

Sound and pitch
For a better understanding of the dimensions (especially the bore profile) of the recorder it
is necessary to look at its playing qualities. As for the sound, Saskia Coolen played the alto
(with the foot by Van Heerde, the cracks provisionally closed with tape or plasticine) on the
CD ‘Recorders recorded, Dutch repertoire for recorder played on 18th century recorders
from the collection of the Gemeentemuseum The Hague’. She does that very convincingly,
in Sonata IX in G minor by Pierre Antonio Fiocco. The sound is mellow, but she avoided
the highest tones of the third register. The harpsichord was tuned at a-426 Hz, which is
about 40 cents above a-415 Hz. That is a rather high pitch for an alto of this length, but it
corresponds with my own experiences. I have played the alto for only a short time
(combined with the Boekhout foot), and measured ‘cold’ + 30 cents in relation to a-415 Hz
for c2 and c3. The a1 and a2 were considerably lower, an indication of the mean tone
character of the instrument. The f3 did speak reluctantly, most likely caused by the high
position of the block in relation to the labium edge. Hans Schimmel and Rob van Acht
measured a pitch of + 15 cents (to a-415) Hz for c2 and c3 and slightly lower ones (about
a-415 Hz) for a1 and a2. Pitches in the top of the first register, for f2 and g2 (+ 20 and 30
cents) were just too high in relation to other notes, but that is a common phenomenon when
there is shrinkage of the bore in the upper tenon or in the head bore. The octave intervals
a1-a2, c2-c3 and d2-d3 were surprisingly correct. A general remark: I know that Schimmel
played with a rather low wind pressure, one of the reasons of his general low pitches.
How to explain the relative high pitch of this alto recorder? For instance: the alto recorder
of Engelbert Terton in the same collection (Inv. No. BK-NM-11430-94; formerly in the
Gemeentemuseum Den Haag, No. Ea 31-x-1952) has a 3 mm shorter sounding length, but a
lower pitch: Saskia Coolen played it at a-417 Hz (Hans Schimmel considerably lower).
The total ‘sounding length’ of a recorder is, however, not the most suitable reference point,
as the Van Heerde alto has a so-called ‘long foot’ (108.6 mm), the foot of the Terton is
much shorter (103.1 mm). More relevant is that both head and middle joint of the Van
Heerde alto are a bit shorter than those of Terton: sounding lengths 128.9 against 130 mm
for the head and 203.1 against 204.3 mm for the middle joint.
Quite important for the differences in pitch between the two altos are the dimensions of the
window (rather long window, max. 4.6, average 4.5 mm for Van Heerde and max. 4.3 for
Terton) and especially the thickness of the wall at the window: smaller than 32 mm for Van
Heerde, and 34.7 mm for Terton. Interesting detail: the bore profiles of the middle joints of
both instruments are so similar that they could have been made with the same reamers.
The alto recorder in Edinburgh
There is an alto recorder by Van Heerde in the Musical Instrument Collection of the University of Edinburgh (see www.ed.ac.uk/information-services/library-museum-gallery/crc/coll
ections/musical-instrument-collection for more information) which is remarkably similar to
the instrument of the Boers Collection in Amsterdam: same stamps, lengths of the parts,
length of the window and thickness of the window wall, a slightly reclining north face of
the window, and a similar bore profile. German woodwind maker Martin Wenner made a
drawing of the recorder (in 1985), but measured only horizontal bore diameters. He gives
no information about warping of the wood (oval cross sections), but mentions that the step
is 0.8 mm. He also states that the top notes speak very easily. But that is not my own experience; I saw and was allowed to play the instrument for a short time in 1994 and found the
third register ‘a bit difficult’, and rather flat. The sound a bit thin, a strong ‘wolf’ on the low

g. There is a short mp3 record with an impression of the sound of the recorder on internet
(00322325.mp3; look at the museum website under ‘demonstrations’). The sound on that
record is certainly not thin, and has a plesant chiff.
Martin Wenner measured an average pitch of a-422 Hz, but some tones are - in relation to
equal temperament - rather far out of tune: g1 very flat in relation to f1 and a1, d2 too
sharp to c2, top of the first register also too sharp and the third register too flat. Conclusion:
not an easy instrument to play in tune, or - in other words - to find fingerings (and music)
on which it plays satisfactorily.
Horizontal bore measurements of the head (by Martin Wenner):
L-Ø-hor: 27 - 19.9; 38 - 19.65; 48 - 19.5; 58 - 19.4; 63 - 19.25; 68 - 19.15;
108 - 19.0; 128 - 18.9; 148 - 18.8; end: 18.8
The windway roof is clearly vaulted with a maximum of 0.6 mm. See diagram, drawing by
Martin Wenner, but he doesn’t mention how he measured that. The windway height at the
opening is 1.5 mm. On another part of the drawing Wenner mentions for the step 0.8 mm.
These numbers allow us to make not only a profile of the windway, but also a working plan
for making a copy of the instrument. The horizontal diameter of the bore of the head is
narrowing from 19.4 at the block line to 18.8 close to the socket, that is over the whole
length 0.3 to 0.4 mm smaller than the bore of the Boers alto.

Measurements by Martin Wenner, 1985.
Canadian woodwind researcher Jean-François Beaudin also played the alto, made a few
measurements, and came to the conclusion that the instrument is out of tune because some
parts of the bore have become narrower. But which parts? Beaudin doesn’t tell that; it might
be the bore of the head. The bore of the middle joint is so regular and very much identical to
that of the alto in the Boers collection, that I can hardly think that the problems are there;

the same applies to the bore of the foot. The fingerholes are on the Edinburgh alto slightly
larger and are 1 to 2 mm lower on the middle joint. All in all, it is not so easy to explain
what causes the impurity of some tones. Remarkable: on both altos is the g1 very flat in
relation to f1 and even a1.
Despite, these uncertainties, I think that it is possible to tune a copy in a satisfactory way
only with slight chances in the size and undercutting of the fingerholes; of course you have
to use historical fingerings. It might be even possible to tune the alto in, or close to, a-415
Hz by reducing the length of the window (for instance to 4.1 or 4.2 mm) and making the
wall at the window thicker (to about 34 mm): some other alto recorders by Van Heerde are
made that way.
There is, however, another problem with this recorder and that is about understanding the
relation between the height of the block, the step and the bore diameters. Martin Wenner
measured 18.5 mm for the height of the block at its south end. The height under the labium
edge is - when the bore is round - 19.4 mm. Adding up 0.8 (for the step) to that height
gives 20.2 mm. That should mean that there is a distance of 1.7 mm (20.2 minus 18.5)
between the block and windway roof at the south end of the windway. That is way too much
to be true. The only explanation I can think of is that the bore at the labium edge must have
warped rather much, maybe as much as 0.8 mm, just as on the recorder from the Boers
collection. I have to go to Edinburgh to check that.
Conclusions
It is sometimes easier when you have only a limited amount information about an
instrument you want to copy. The first recorder I ever made was after a tenor fourth flute by
Stanesby and I didn’t know its exact pitch and fingerings. But with some common knowledge about recorders and with the idea in which direction I wanted to go, it happened to be
not a bad instrument at all. In the same way it is, or must be, possible to make a reconstruction of the Van Heerde alto from the Boers collection. Some of the measurements are a bit
confusing and should be sorted out. That is now a bit difficult, because of the much stricter
regulations in the museum. It is good to look behind all the available data, and to handle
them not too strictly. It can be helpful to look after similar instruments of the same maker.
But that is for the altos of Van Heerde also a bit confusing, because of the seven altos there
is only one (in Edinburgh) that comes close, the other instruments have different
dimensions.
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Stuart Walsh

A few notes on the fairy bells

A series of advertisements from R. Cook and Co. appeared in London newspapers in 1871.
This is from the Daily Telegraph and Courier (London), 27 October:

another:
FAIRY BELLS, FAIRY BELLS.- These instruments, the greatest novelty of the age, are
admired by all who hear them. Any one [sic] can at once produce enchanting
imitations of a peal of bells: other tunes can also be played. No wedding, garden or
water party should be without one. 10s. 6d each.- R. COOK and CO., 133 Fenchurch
street.1

and a third, aiming at a slightly different audience:

NO THEATRE or MUSIC HALL should be without a set of FAIRY BELLS. Any one [sic]
can at once produce enchanting imitations of a Peal of Bells and other
extraordinary effects. Numerous tunes can also be played on them... etc 2

Richard Cook was a 'pianoforte-maker' active c. 1862-84 in London and later in Addiscombe,
Surrey. According to the Oxford Companion to Musical Instruments (Baines ed. 1992, p.34)
R. Cook and Co. made fairy bells from 1864 but there are no mentions before 1871 in the
British Newspaper Archives (as it currently stands3). These first advertisements are all in
London newspapers but by 1874 the instrument appears in newspapers in different parts of
the country.
What is this instrument? Or, what are fairy bells? The advertisements have no illustrations
of the instrument but one mentions a 'set of Fairy Bells' which suggests that it is a collection
of things. But only rarely is the instrument described as 'a set of fairy bells' (or 'box of fairy
bells'), usually the instrument is simply; the fairy bells or the Fairy Bells or the 'fairy bells', a
singular object with a plural name.

Later advertisements from R. Cook and Co. mention a few more details: '...sound delightful
if played with the pianoforte', 'Any person can perform tunes in half an hour after reading
instructions', 'Price 12s 6d; 10 notes' [10 notes = 10 strings] and finally, what today would
be called an 'advertorial' (i.e. an advertisement presented as a news story):
FAIRY BELLS.- A novelty in musical instruments has been introduced to the attention
of lovers of sweet sounds. They require little dexterity in playing them and form
agreeable accompaniments to the pianoforte. Alone they will be found invaluable
adjuncts to a picnic, garden or water party; indeed they would be the very best of
properties for amateurs at private theatricals or drawing room charades or any other
similar kinds of entertainments. They can be made to imitate the sound of a peal of
bells heard from a distance or such pleasant music as is produced by several bells of
different sizes. Mr R. Cook, of Fenchurch-street, has a variety of these fairy bells at
his musical depot where the effect of their charming modulation can be heard.
They are quite within the means of any private individual.4

A new series of advertisements from R. Cook and Co. appeared in 1877, rather like a relaunch for the fairy bells. The bold claims in the earlier advertisements that anyone can play
'at once' or 'in half an hour after reading instructions' has now gone up to an hour's
practice:

The fairy bells, a New Musical Instrument that any one can play, after one hour's
practice, any Tune or the Imitation of Cathedral Chimes, is truly marvellous...5

By 1872 advertisements place the fairy bells alongside more conventional musical
instruments:6

It is impossible now to know about the domestic existence of the instrument as it was
played in homes and at parties and picnics, but the fairy bells is mentioned hundreds of
times in local newspaper reports (and in newspaper advertisements selling musical
instruments). The most frequent newspaper reporting of the fairy bells is in local reports of
what were usually called 'entertainments'; gatherings of people in a district or village to see
and hear amateur performances. The items in an 'entertainment' could include readings,
recitations, sketches, songs, instrumental performances and sometimes other sorts of
entertainment such as ventriloquism and conjuring. A Parish Guide7 from the 1870s advises
that one kind of entertainment, a 'penny reading', should have about fifteen items. A fairy

bells performance would typically have been quite short and given alongside other forms of
entertainment.

Figure 1: Penny Reading, Aldershot 1872. This illustration is probably showing a singer with
the accompanist for that evening's 'entertainment' (the accompanist was usually, but not
always, a pianist).

Below is a list of items at a Popular Reading in Weston-super-Mare Assembly Rooms,
October 1880.8

The formula: 'Mr So and So gave a selection on the fairy bells' is repeated over and over
again in local newspaper reports of 'entertainments'. (In the 1870s and 1880s the performer
was almost always male). Surprisingly often the report is favourable to the performer and
his performance although he is playing a simple, novelty instrument alongside singers and
other musicians playing conventional instruments such as the piano, violin or cornet. There
are more reports of female players from the 1890s and later into the 20th century but the
basic formula for reporting remains: 'So and So gave a selection on the fairy bells.'
Local newspaper reports sometimes give more details about the instrument itself:
'Br. J. Ansford treated the company to a solo on a peculiar instrument called the box
of fairy bells.'9
'.. a weird but melodious instrument called "fairy bells"...' 10
'Mr. Robinson had also another treat in store for the audience, who were highly
delighted with the music of his fairy bell, which was called to all appearance by
simply swinging the box from side to side, the sweetest church bell music being
produced by this means.'11

Sometimes the instrument was described as a kind of zither:
'The fairy bells (a modification of the zither)...'12
'...a kind of zither..'13
'...swinging zither...'14
'.. a curious instrument something like a zither enclosed in a wooden box... 15

Sometimes the instrument was thought to be an aeolian harp:
'.. the "fairy bells" ...an Aeolion [sic] harp...'16
'...of oblong shape, with eight strings, not unlike an Aeolian Harp...' 17

Number of strings/wires:
'the event of the evening, however, was a recital on an instrument of eight strings
called the "fairy bells" .'18
'... a curious 8-stringed instrument...'19
'.. the "fairy bells", a sweet instrument of ten natural notes.'20
'.. a ten-stringed instrument which she named the "fairy bells" 21

Playing method:
'The fairy bells , a kind of musical box, from which a variety of sweet music was
produced by a swinging motion given to it by the performer. A more charming
entertainment of the kind could scarcely be provided.'22
'The fairy bells consisting of strings in a small oblong case on which he played as he
waved it.'23
'You play the "fairy bells" by flicking the wires with the tips of the fingers [thumbs
must be meant, not fingers] at the same time giving the instrument a circular or
swaying movement rather swiftly.'24
'The music is played by rotating the box with two hands and plucking the strings with
the thumbs.'25

Newspaper reports can give a more vivid impression of the instrument as it was being used
by performers and as it was experienced by audiences than is possible from simply looking
at museum exhibits or photographs of surviving examples . Of course these local
newspaper reports are likely to have been written by musically unsophisticated reporters
who are reporting musically unsophisticated 'entertainments'; performances wholly, or
mainly , of amateurs giving 'turns'. Nevertheless from the descriptions so far we can see
that the instrument is a form of plucked zither with eight or ten strings. Unlike a zither or a
dulcimer the wires are inside the box and the strings are manipulated through an opening.
The strangest characteristic of the fairy bells is the manner of play; the performer swings it,
waves it, or even rotates it while playing.
Some examples of the fairy bells have survived and museums and scholarly reference
sources today classify this instrument as a form of bell harp, and often describe it as a
simplified revival of an 18th century instrument invented by John Simcock. Instruments
similar to Simcock's in the 18th century were called bell harps but Simcock invented the
English Harp not the bell harp. I have not seen, so far, any use of the term bell harp to
describe the fairy bells other than in mid 20th century, and later, sources.
Not only are there a few surviving examples in museums, some are still in general circulation
and come up for sale from time to time. I have an anonymous 10-string model (maker
unknown) with a sliding top. It is a very simple instrument.

Figure 2: 10-string fairy bells (maker unknown) with a sliding lid. Most lids were simply
screwed on.

Figure 3: The same instrument with the lid removed.

Overall length: 65 cms Width: 16.5 cms Depth: 5.8 cms Max string length: 55.5 cms Min
string length: 24 cms
The fairy bells (along with the bell harp and English Harp) may be unique in having the wires
inside the box rather than on a soundboard on the top of the box. The sound comes from
sound holes in the lid of the box.
These instruments are rather like two slightly different-sized 'zippy zithers', with one the
mirror of the other. The highest notes of each 'zippy zither' (or each half of the fairy bells)
are in the middle of the instrument. This, no doubt, makes a more balanced instrument for

swinging and rotating. If the stringing were the usual arrangement with low strings moving
left-right to high strings, the left hand side would be heavier than the right hand side.

In his article “The Mythology of the English Harp.” (The Galpin Society Journal, vol. 31, 1978,
pp. 29–35) Eric Halfpenny briefly discusses the fairy bells (without fully realising that that
the 'small rectangular harps' were actually called fairy bells). In this article Halfpenny
identifies only two sizes: an 8-string version with a scale from C-C and a 17-string version
with a scale from C-E (ten diatonic notes plus five chromatic notes). There were 10-string
versions too, like mine, and as described in newspaper reports and in advertisements. The
10-string diatonic model also has a scale from C-E (a range of a tenth).

Figure 4: A rare 17-string model.
Cook's 17-string model still has a range of just a tenth from C-E. The chromatic notes are
placed further away from the diatonic strings on raised, round-headed screws. This
instrument could be played just like an ordinary 10-string model but the thumbs could reach
forward for an occasional sharp or flat. Note also that the bridge has been carved and
shaped.

Figure 5: Two 10-string models
Unlike the instrument in Figure 4 with a carved, shaped bridge the instrument on the left
appears to have a thin metal strip on the bridge. The right hand instrument appears to have
a thin metal bridge too. The point of having a carved, shaped bridge as on the instrument in
Figure 4 is not obvious. It has the effect of slightly lengthening the lower strings on each side
but that could more easily have been achieved by altering the positions of the tuning pins
on the wrest planks. Nevertheless other instruments have this same carved and shaped
bridge. The instrument on the left has the remains of a strap for holding the instrument.

Occasionally in classified advertisements there are references to fairy bells with 12 strings,
14 strings, 15 strings and 16 strings. For example, a classified advertisement from the
Lennox Herald (15 July, 1890). 'For Sale I set fairy bells 14 strings, almost new'.

Figure 6: A 14-string model

This 14-string instrument in Figure 6 is clearly diatonic (compare Figure 4). The 12-string,
14-string, 15-string and 16-string models may all be purely diatonic with an increased range
of notes but it is possible also that some have a compass of just a tenth from C-E with some
additional chromatic notes, like the R. Cook and Co. 17-string model.
Some of the melodies played on the fairy bells mentioned in newspaper reports can't be
played on an instrument with a range of a tenth. A 12-string model would considerably
increase the number of melodies that could be played on it, but would make little difference
to the instrument as an imitator of bells. It is possible that the 8-string (C-C) and 10-string
(C-E) were the most common. A brief guide to making the fairy bells in the Sheffield
Telegraph in 1895 claims that these instruments can have eight, ten, twelve or fifteen
strings but only gives instructions for the 8-string version.
The fairy bells seems to be no more than a simple zither (or psaltery) with a restricted range
of notes. Nevertheless familiar melodies like Believe Me if all those Endearing Young
Charms, Annie Laurie and Home Sweet Home do fall within just one octave and could be
played even on an 8-string model. (These are sometimes mentioned in newspaper reports
of the tunes played by performers of the fairy bells). As shown earlier in the advertisements
from 1871 the instrument was initially marketed as an instrument for imitating bells, peals
and chimes and only secondarily as an instrument for playing tunes.

Richard Cook was not the only maker of fairy bells and some players built their own
instruments. Compared to other musical instruments they are simply constructed with plain
wood, glue and screws and very little ornamentation.

Figure 7: a) R.Cook and Co. b) unknown c) Van Gruisen and d) unknown

Surprisingly, they were sometimes more expensive than dulcimers. For example, the Stainer
Manufacturing Company had an advertisement in the Penny Illustrated Paper for October 4,
1890: 'fairy bells, 8s 6d.' and 'Dulcimers, 4s 6d., 6s., 8s.'
The 'pianoforte maker' and music seller Van Gruisen of Liverpool also made them. The most
frequently mentioned player in newspaper articles Mr. Hargreaves Gill spent much of his
life in Liverpool and his performances and popularity may have encouraged Van Gruisen to
manufacture and sell fairy bells.

Figure 8: A 10-string model by Van Gruisen

After R. Cook and Co. stopped advertising the instrument, fairy bells appear in general
advertisements alongside other musical instruments and without attribution of maker.
Music shops continued selling fairy bells long after R. Cook and Co. had ceased production
and fairy bells were played long after Victorian times.
The fairy bells looks more like a typical Aeolian harp; simply a long rectangular box with
strings running along it. But the Aeolian harp requires no technique other than placing it by
a window for the wind to strike the strings.

Figure 9: Aeolian harp

Zithers and dulcimers are also little more than boxes with wire strings but these
instruments are placed on a table (or sometimes on the lap) to be played. The technique of
the fairy bells is very different and possibly unique for a zither instrument.

Eric Halfpenny (ibid) writes: 'The method of holding and playing the instrument has been a
source of considerable puzzlement to almost every commentator'. At this point he is
discussing John Simcock's English Harp of the 1760s. (As I have already noted, scholarly
sources today use the term 'bell harp' for both the 'English Harp' and the fairy bells.)

Figure 10: An English Harp with the lid off and on.

The most obvious and distinctive similarity between the English Harp and the fairy bells is
that the strings (arranged in courses on the English harp) move up a scale from left to right
for only half way across the instrument. On the right hand side the notes continue to ascend
a scale going from right to left towards the middle of the instrument.
But the English Harp has many more strings than the fairy bells , three or four per course
and a wider range of notes of at least two octaves. Even with light brass wires the
instrument would be a somewhat heavier instrument than the fairy bells, especially when
being swung.
Halfpenny quotes Anthony Baines as an example of someone who has been confused by
the manner of playing the instrument. In the Catalogue of Musical Instruments in the
Victoria and Albert Museum, Part 2 (1968 p.72) Baines writes that the strings 'are struck
with the fingers or thumbs.': and on p.75: 'It is said that the bell harp was held by the fingers
and struck by the thumbs...[but it]...must have been swung between the thumbs and struck
with the fingers' and in European and American Musical Instruments (1967) Baines writes
that: 'It is sometimes stated that bell harps were swung between the fingers and plucked
with the thumbs but on no type does this appear to be practicable.'

Halfpenny (ibid) uses the example of a how a fairy bells would have been played to explain
the playing technique of Simcock's English Harp. He found an eye witness account in a letter
in a Warwickshire Museum of someone remembering his grandfather playing the fairy bells.
This account explains the manner of holding and playing the fairy bells and perhaps, as
Halfpenny believes, it explains the manner of holding and playing the English Harp.
Apparently they [grandfather and grandfather's brother] started playing very softly,
swinging it pendulum fashion...and... then swinging it round and around clockwise
using the thumbs to pluck the strings....
Halfpenny concludes:
The instrument is then held downwards at arms' length in front of the player's
knees and swung from side to side across his front while the thumbs pluck the
strings.
Some of the instruments made by R. Cook and Co. actually have an illustration of a man and
a woman holding the instrument and and playing with the thumbs. The woman has been
captured, as it were, in the middle of swinging the instrument. She is not merely swinging it
like a pendulum, the instrument is higher than her shoulder.

Figure 11

Figure 12: Two men c.1900, holding the instrument with thumbs ready to play. (the photo
also shows a dulcimer, three ocarinas and some sort of tubular bells or chimes

It is surprising that in the 1960s Anthony Baines was confused about the manner of playing
the fairy bells. There is at least one report of the instrument being played in 1961, and
several reports of elderly people still playing these instruments in the 1950s.
It's tempting to ask the question: does the instrument actually sound like bells? Obviously a
small instrument of wood and wires cannot possibly sound like mighty church bells. But R.
Cook's advertisements only ever claimed that the fairy bells could imitate bells, not that
they sounded exactly like them.
For most of us today, church bells barely exist as part of our environment except as a rare
sound, but the situation would have been different in the past. The competent player of the
fairy bells might have successfully imitated church bells and chimes and peals as they
sounded to people at the time who were very familiar with those sounds as part of ordinary
experience. For example, newspaper reports sometimes say that the fairy bells player
entertained the audience by successfully imitating chimes in local churches in the player's
locality.
One of the earliest advertisements quoted above, claims that the fairy bells 'can be made to
imitate the sound of a peal of bells heard from a distance', as if that sound was particularly
evocative and would attract people to buy the instrument. Newspaper reports often claim
that the fairy bells' player does achieve this successfully.
Today we have recorded sound which to our ears is very accurate and we have ways of
manipulating sounds which were unknown in the earlier years of the popularity of the fairy
bells. Gramophones only start to be mentioned in newspapers around 1900 (and the playing
of gramophones was itself sometimes an item in an 'entertainment'). What might sound to
us today as a rather feeble attempt to imitate the sound of bells might have seemed much
more impressive to audiences in the past.

Nevertheless, how could the fairy bells, a little box with a few wire strings, do a better
imitation of bells than any other musical instrument? Dulcimers and zithers were popular at
the time and they too are also boxes with wire strings. Dulcimers, for example, have
multiple courses of wire strings and the whole instrument vibrates when the strings are
struck with the hammers. Wouldn't a peal or a chime of bells be more impressive played on
a hammered dulcimer than on the single plucked strings of the fairy bells?
Evidently not and the only answer can be the strange undulating or whooshing sound when
the fairy bells is being swung or waved or rotated as it is being played. Unusually for a zither
instrument the strings are inside the box and the sound emerges from the sound holes on
the top of the instrument. A hammered dulcimer is quite different; the entire set of strings
is exposed and the instrument is played on a table or stand and cannot be swung or rotated.
Perhaps too, the spectacle of a person swinging the instrument would have added to the
overall impression of bells being sounded.
Playing the instrument and swinging it does produce a rather strange undulating or
whooshing sound. Today it is so easy to create all types of sound effects electronically and
digitally and it's hard to imagine how people in the past could have been so impressed by
the simple act of waving an instrument about. The fairy bells is a sort of pre-digital, preelectronic, pre-electric, non-mechanical effects device.
Despite the claims of R. Cook's advertisements that anyone can instantly play the
instrument, my own experience is that it not quite so easy. It is important not to use 'rest'
(apoyando) strokes. The strings must all be free to vibrate at all times. Moving up or down
the scale is contrary to all experience on similar instruments. Playing a scale upward on my
10-string model, the lower five notes, C-G are played with the left hand thumb moving, as
usual, left to right. The remaining five more notes, A-E, are played with the right hand
thumb now moving from right to left. It's an unusual and unfamiliar way of playing a scale.
Playing simple melodies or chimes is not difficult but it feels very odd. It feels even odder
and it is definitely more difficult to stand, play and swing or rotate the instrument.
Playing the bell harp by swinging or swaying it is clearly described in several places in the
eighteenth century.26 Nevertheless the 18th century bell harp remains quite a mysterious
instrument. This curious playing technique is the essential feature of Simcock's English harp,
the bell harp and the fairy bells.
There are many reports of fairy bells' players charming and delighting audiences, and of
audiences listening with rapt attention . Of course the person reporting, a member of the
local community and member of the audience, will write with a presumption, other things
being equal, of the success of the evening and the pleasures had by the audience.
Nevertheless, the fairy bells performance is often singled out from the other items of the
entertainment:
'Mr. James Prestidge... brought the house down with a perfect furore of
applause.'27
'...the solos on the concertina and fairy bells each call[ed] forth quite an ovation'28
'Mr. Netherwood...created quite a sensation amongst the audience..'29

'...[it]...produced a thrilling effect on the minds of the audience'30
And this impressively hyperbolic quotation was used in advertisements for concerts in which
Mr. Hargreaves Gill was to appear:

Figure 13: Manchester Courier and Lancashire General Advertiser 11 April 1877

The following quotations from newspaper reports even suggest that the fairy bells emitted
sounds just by swinging them:
'Bro. Hargreaves Gill of Liverpool...with his marvelous fairy bells...the bells are
arranged in a frame and when moved by the performer produce the most
delicious sounds.' 31

and to repeat a quotation from earlier:
'...the music of his fairy Bell was called to all appearance by simply swinging the box
from side to side, the sweetest church bell music being produced by this means.'11

From the early 1900s to the 1940s, several generations of Dr Barnardo's Musical Boys
toured the country. They played a large variety of instruments including the fairy bells and
introduced it to audiences as a mystery instrument.32

Figure 14: Kirkintilloch Gazette 22May 1936
The main feature that makes the fairy bells different from a simple zither (or psaltery) is that
it is supposed to imitate bells, peals of bells and chimes. For a brief time the instrument was
described in some advertisements (in 1874) as 'Oxford Chimes, or fairy bells'.
Perhaps it was the imitations of bells that elicited such positive reactions from audiences
more than the performances of popular tunes, or perhaps it was the combination of both,
but the imitation of bells was the crucial element. Fairy bells' performances were quite rare
and therefore novel events at local 'entertainments'. As I have said, they would usually
have been just one part of an 'entertainment' with many different performers (playing
music, giving recitations etc. and again would have stood out as being quite different from
normal fare.
Some of the reports of bells' imitations are quite surprising, even taking into account these
are very local, amateur 'entertainments':
'A performance on the "fairy bells", by Mr. H. Wood, who in a very clever
manner played numerous changes on the instrument, representing the sound of
church bells at various distances, which received loud applause.' 32
'By swinging it in the air as he [Mr. R. Penny] played upon it, he secured the peculiar
blending of sounds which is noticeable when bells are heard at a distance. The
imitation of bells in the distance with their sound blown about by the wind was so
fine that the audience called for a repetition.'33
'The performance of Mr. E. Whitbread with his "fairy bells" including "changeringing", "firing" and "chiming" was much enjoyed and met with a rapturous encore
with which he complied.'34
'...the "fairy bells", [is]an instrument of wires by which the performer can represent
church bells as if they were miles away and gradually bring them nearer and
nearer.'35
'Mr. Rose gave a display on the "fairy bells", imitating in a perfect way the chimes on
different sets of bells - eights, sixes, fives and fours; he afterwards gave a
representation of how the various chimes were managed in this and adjoining
villages...which caused roars of laughter.' [?] 36

'In the distance could be plainly heard the quick chiming of the country church bell,
reminding one of a Sunday morning, while in a short time afterwards the scene was
changed and the ear was attracted by the sharp, awe-inspiring sound of the fire
bell.' 37
'Solo fairy bells, Change-Ringing and Chiming...' 38
'Mr. Parker. junior, followed on with a selection on the "fairy bells", the triple bob
major fairly fetching the audience.' 39

The fairy bells, to the satisfaction of some audiences at least, can imitate cathedral and
church bells and other kinds of bells. In some way performers are making the bells sound
distant or near. Furhtermore, some performers are imitating the peculiarly English practice
of change-ringing.
Reports over many decades occasionally mention the performer creating the sounds of bells
both near and far away. Was this simply the performer playing loudly and quietly perhaps
with a sort of running commentary such as: "In the faraway distance we can faintly hear
church bells..." and then the performer simply played very quietly? Or, for distant bells,
perhaps the player was more physically distant from the audience, even offstage perhaps?
Yet newspaper reports over many decades describe fairy bells' performances as 'clever', as
in 'clever manipulation of the fairy bells'. To simply play loudly or quietly, or simply move
onstage from offstage isn't obviously 'clever'.
A number of newspaper reports mention the crescendos and decrescendos of some players.
For example, 'the diminuendo and crescendo of the bells was finely done, showing a most
skilful touch.' Another example is the eye-witness account given in Eric Halfpenny's article
mentioned earlier, '[they] started playing very slowly, swinging it pendulum fashion, and
gradually rise to a crescendo then swinging it around and around clockwise, then slowly and
softly again' (ibid).
I don't know of any acoustic effect whereby swinging and rotating the fairy bells at speed
could actually increase the volume of sound produced by the instrument. The most likely
explanation is that the player just played with increasing forcefulness and, as a spectacle, it
could seem like the motion was causing the increase in volume.
'Firing' is sometimes mentioned. As a feature of bell ringing this is where all the bells are
sounded at once, or almost simultaneously in an ascending sequence. They may be played,
for example, as a celebratory sound at weddings. The result is a sort of tone-cluster and it is
definitely not easy for bell ringers to play accurately either as a simultaneous sound or a
rapid upward scale.
Playing descending sequences (known as 'rounds') is very easy on the fairy bells and
probably the first thing that a player learned to play. Each thumb simply sweeps over the
strings from the middle outwards. But 'firings' are ascending sequences and not so
straightforward. Perhaps the fairy bells' player simply swept all the strings with no attempt
to produce a rapid upward scale. Perhaps the player used the right hand thumb to quickly
sweep over the strings on the left hand side of the instrument only. But to produce a

plausible simulation of 'firing' probably all that is needed is some way of producing a lively
clash of diatonic dissonance.
Change-ringing is a centuries-old, arcane, quasi-musical activity or pastime rooted in
mathematical procedures and realised by the skilful coordination of the bell ringers.
Compared to music as conventionally understood it is not melodic or harmonic and not
even rhythmic except for the steady flow of rung bells. It is never written in conventional
musical notation but in columns of numbers. The strange sounding titles, Grandsire,
Stedman, Plain Bob are not musical compositions but methods for producing changes. The
overall aim, to give as an example of six bell ringers on six bells, is to play over and over
again the six bells each time in a different order of play. But there are many other
considerations too.
Bell-ringing in patterns is very old. Change-ringing originated around 1600 and detailed
'methods' were first published in the second half of the17th century. Primarily, changeringing is for the edification of the ringers: the pleasures of ringing itself or as a test of
memory and endurance. (A full 'peal' can take over three hours to play). There is no
audience, or rather the audience is not a voluntary one; it is everyone in earshot of the bells.
Nevertheless composers of music for plucked instruments have occasionally tried to write
pieces of music specifically to evoke the sound of bells and perhaps even of change-ringing
itself. Twenty Waies Upon the Bells by Thomas Robinson (1603), from the earliest days of
change-ringing, is a lute duet with twenty repeated two-bar phrases over a drone-like
figure. In the mid 18th century, James Oswald, writing under the pseudonym Antonio
Pereyra da Costa, composed Serenata IX St Mary's Overves Bells with fourteen repeated
four-bar phrases. Here are the openings:

Figure 15: Thomas Robinson (The Schoole of Musicke 1603) and James Oswald, XII
Serenata's [sic] for the Guittar, Antonio Pereyra Da Costa [James Oswald] c.1760)
In the quotation given earlier, It might have been the young age of Master Parker that 'fairly
fetched the audience when he played 'triple bob major'. The writer assumes that the
newspaper readers will know that 'triple bob major' is a method for generating changes on
eight bells. Master Parker must have been playing ever-changing sequences of eight notes,

the scale of C major, without repeating any sequences and achieving this by using the triple
bob method. On any other instrument than the fairy bells this might seem utterly pointless.
Change ringing is a remarkable feat of coordination as the bell-ringers successfully operate
the bells and accurately follow the 'method' but is quite a different matter when a single
player on any musical instrument plays the same thing. The fairy bells, however, is an
instrument that could plausibly play change-ringing because it's designed to imitate church
bells. But more than that; there is something almost mesmeric in the constantly changing
patterns in change-ringing, a bit like a sonic kaleidoscope (or indeed like some kinds of
minimalism in 20th century music, or music from other cultures). A fairy bells player playing
sections of a change-ringing method, combined with the undulating or whooshing sound of
the swung fairy bells, could be as striking today as it seems to have been in the past.
It's clear enough why the fairy bells were called 'bells'; the instrument supposedly imitates
them. But why 'fairy'? The connotations and associations of the word 'fairy' then and
nowadays are probably rather different. 'fairy' to us seems distinctly childish after decades
of Disney-style marketing to child consumers. It's true that the fairy bells was occasionally
played before audiences of children and that some children played the instrument but it
was not primarily designed for children.
Perhaps the term 'Magic Bells' (which was never actually used) might capture the idea of
the enchantment and charm that the instrument is meant to evoke. The notion of a 'magic
trick' captures both the understanding of the trick as nothing more than a clever ruse but
also the frisson that audiences may be witnessing something genuinely mysterious. The fairy
bells - or magic bells - is just a box of wires being waved around but somehow, magically,
produces the sounds of actual bells pealing and pealing and chiming faraway in the distance
and then, magically, nearby.
I suspect that fairy bells' performers not only learnt their peals and chimes (as well as
popular melodies) but they also mastered a stage presence and a form of 'patter' so that in
talking and playing to the audience they could (rather like a magician) play on the
suggestibility of the people before them who were led to hear more bell sounds than the
little instrument was actually producing. The audience may have been even more willing or
suggestible if the fairy bells performer followed some rather weak and predictable
performances by the other items in the 'entertainment'. (I will give an example of this sort
of 'patter' shortly but it is for another instrument, not the fairy bells).
In the 1890s, although there are more reports of fairy bells being played than in previous
decades, there are fewer mentions of bells' imitations. The formula remains: "'So and So
gave a selection on the fairy bells' and it would be reasonable to expect something
campanological in every fairy bells' performance. Increasingly from the 1890s onwards, the
fairy bells was played in entertainments along with new or novel instruments such as the
auto-harp, banjo, xylophone, Japanese fiddle and others. Nevertheless, well into the 20th
century there are occasional reminders that the instrument played imitations of bells and
change-ringing and could (to the satisfaction of the reporter) make the bells seem near or
far away.
Despite the limited range of notes on the fairy bells (no more than 16 diatonic notes, it
would seem) performers always also played popular melodies and accompanied singers and

were themselves accompanied by piano, guitar, mandoline and other instruments. In the
newspaper reports the performer on the fairy bells is often commended both for the
sweetness of the sound and the expressive nature of the performance of popular airs.
From the late 1870s reports show some professional music hall performers using the fairy
bells very much as a novelty instrument alongside other novelty instruments as in these
advertisements:

Figure 16: Two Advertisements for professional players of the fairy bells.
In 1906 the Beka Record company issued the following discs: The Pretty One, The Musing
Snow-drop and The Black Forest Chiming Clocks. As reported by Talking Machine News, (1
October): 'These pieces are quite a novelty...for they are records of fairy bells with
orchestral accompaniment.' Newspaper reports frequently mention the fairy bells being
accompanied by a single instrument but never by an orchestra, not even a small one.
However many other Beka recordings of this time have 'orchestral accompaniments',
including banjo and xylophone recordings. Probably these recordings are trying to emulate
the music hall context with a house orchestra accompanying the professional performers on
stage.
It's also hard to imagine how successfully a mono recording of that time could effectively
capture the undulating sound of the fairy bells. And part of the effectiveness of a fairy bells'
performance would surely be the spectacle of it being played. Despite these doubts, the

review in Talking Machine News (October 1, 1906) continues: 'The music is sweet and
delicate and as elusive as the wind singing among trees.'
The Beka Record Company issued other recordings 'with fairy bells' and In 1908 in their
January list announced double-sided discs including Boulanger March and Jongleur Gallop
for 'fairy bells with Orchestra.' But in Talking Machine News for January of the same year a
reviewer writes, confusingly, that Boulanger March (Beka 5606, the same as just
mentioned) and Souvenir de Petersburg' are orchestral pieces 'coupled with fairy Bell
effects.'
Chris Goodwin managed to find on YouTube both Boulanger March (5606), now on the John
Bull Record label along with Souvenir de Petersburg. (See Appendix for links). The short-lived
John Bull label issued discs with the same numbers as the Beka discs. Unfortunately the
lively playing we hear (a march and a polka) is not the fairy bells but some sort of mallet
instrument, probably a glockenspiel.
Another, earlier, recording from 1899 by G.H. Snazelli probably gives a truer impression of
what a 'selection' on the fairy bells might have been like. (See Appendix for link). Again, the
instrument is not the fairy bells but probably a set of chimes (i.e. bars or tubes). The
recording includes the Canterbury Chimes and 'Abide with Me'. Admittedly, it is meagre fare
and a similar medley on the fairy bells might well be more compelling.
The fairy bells isn't the only instrument that was swung or even rotated as it was played in
order to imitate bells. Some music hall performers used the concertina to imitate bells and
these imitations were taken up by street performers and amateur players. In the early 1900s
Henri Albano published his 'Imitation of Church Bells and Organ...arranged for
Concertina...as performed by the Author...'. As described by Stuart Eydmann,40 this piece, is
a medley, and it opens with 'Caller Herrin' and then a peal:
'In the English concertina setting, the peal is played in octaves. This is followed by
"The Bells" in which the player is instructed to "swing the instrument to obtain the
effect of chimes" and to play very quietly "to imitate bells in the distance". The peal
rises in volume and leads into a rapid arpeggio or "firing" before an imitation of the
Westminster chimes and the sound of Big Ben striking the hour.
The medley continues with another tune and then some more peals and finally ends with
'Abide With Me'. Although the invention of the concertina predates the fairy bells by
decades it seem likely that concertina players in the early years of the 1900s were copying
the sort of thing that performers on the fairy bells had been doing for at least a couple of
decades before this.
Henri Albano's piece gives a picture of the sort of medley, or 'selection ' that fairy bells'
performers played. It includes 'firing' which is sometimes mentioned in newspaper reports
of fairy bells' performances. 'Firing' is where all the bells are rung at once or almost
simultaneously. Albano's score represents this with a very rapid downward scale (but not, as
stated in the score, as an arpeggio!).

The idea mentioned earlier that a performer on the fairy bells might have been playfully
relying on the suggestibility of the audience is given some support in a transcription from a
gramophone recording from the 1930s by the Scottish concertina player George Morris.
(transcription made by Stuart Eydmann41 ) The following extract is from his monologue, 'A
Sunday Morning Ramble':

Figure 17: extract from a monologue by George Morris

These two references from the world of the concertina (Albano's piece, 'Imitation of Church
Bells and Organ' and the monologue by George Morris) demonstrate how a fairy bells
selection might have been performed.
The Oxford Dictionary of Musical Instruments, the V&A Catalogue (Part 2) and Groves
Dictionary of Music and Musicians all claim that the fairy bells was also popular in France
around 1900. So far I have not found any evidence of the instrument in France or anywhere
outside of Britain
These same references also claim that the fairy bells was a popular instrument with street
musicians and so far I have found very little evidence of this. Newspapers rarely mention
street performers but there is a brief reference in the Leicester Daily Post, (5 April 1911 p.5).
It is a short opinion piece on a news story that some street musicians in London had been
allowed to give a concert and the writer in the Leicester Daily Post is pouring scorn on the

same thing happening in Leicester. It suggests a somewhat negative perception of the
instrument and its players: '...there are the performers on "fairy bells" , who hover round
public-house doors; and there are a host of others of a hardly more promising type.'
Outside of the world of street performers, touring professionals and Music Hall artists who
included the fairy bells as just one part of their acts, the impression given by newspaper
reports is that the world of the fairy bells was a rather sober one. The Parish Guide of 1887
(mentioned earlier) gave instructions and guidance for clergy and lay-helpers on suitable
material for 'entertainments'. Many fairy bells' performances took place in Temperance
Society meetings and among the items in the 'entertainment' would be readings about the
ill effects of alcohol. Tom Plant (later Major Tom Plant) and Miss Clough (later Mrs. Clough
Herring) toured for years on behalf of the Salvation Army and included the fairy bells in their
performances.
As early as 1902, Dr Barnardo's Musical Boys (mentioned briefly earlier) were giving
concerts that included the fairy bells along with hand bells, dulcimers, xylophones, bagpipes
and other instruments. Successive generations of boys kept the ensemble going for decades.
Barnardo's Musical Boys were seen by thousands of people as they toured the country,
often playing in small venues, raising money for charitable work. They also made radio
broadcasts. The Musical Boys still included the fairy bells in their appearances long after it
was widely popular. The instrument slowly slipped into oblivion in the 1940s although a few
elderly people are reported as playing the instrument in Darby and Joan Clubs in the 1950s.

Finally, a few words about the origin of the fairy bells. Modern reference sources all
describe the fairy bells as a simplified version of the 18th century bell harp and, for some as
yet unknown reason, revived in the 1860s or 1870s. The fairy bells and the 18th century
instruments are so similar in some ways that it is difficult to believe that there is no
connection between them. But, so far, I have failed to establish a connection. Unless some
new evidence surfaces it looks like the bell harp and English harp, which never achieved
much popularity anyway, fell completely out of view by the end of the 18th century. For at
least half a century there is currently no evidence of anyone playing any kind of swinging
zither.
Ian Woodfield in “The Mythology of the English Harp.” The Galpin Society Journal, vol. 33,
1980, pp. 133–134) found some references to a 'humble Norfolk musician' who acquired a
bell harp in 1790 and is recorded as playing it on a few occasions in the 1790s. He thinks
that 'these references provide a chronological link between John Simcock's instruments of
the mid 18th century and those of R. Cook & Co. in the latter part of the 19th century.'
Woodfield surmises: 'Perhaps the tradition of bell-harp playing survived throughout this
whole period deep in the English countryside among bell-ringers and other rural musicians.'
It seems far too bold to claim that a chronological link has been established between the
bell harp in the 18th century and the fairy bells in the 1870s simply on the basis of this
evidence. These scant references from Norfolk could just as well show the final decline and
then disappearance of the bell harp by the beginning of the 19th century. Although it is an
attractive idea that there was some sort of hidden tradition of bell harp playing 'deep in the

English countryside', without some more evidence from 1800 to 1870 it must remain just an
attractive idea.
A different approach could be to consider the fairy bells not merely as a simplified revival
of a more sophisticated instrument, but as a clever re-invention which turned out to be
more successful than the original. The simplicity of a single-strung instrument with far fewer
strings allows for an instrument that can be more easily and effectively swung and even
rotated when played. Cook's advertisements exaggerate the possibilities of the instrument
but it does produce a unique sound and that sound is produced in a unique manner
(although it is wholly eclipsed today with sophisticated technologies of sound production
and manipulation).
Anyone in the 19th century could have seen, or read about, the strange 18th century
instruments that were swung like bells and had the curious disposition of strings giving a
scale that ascended only half way across the instrument and then continued from the other
side back to the centre. Wherever Richard Cook got the idea from it was his, or someone's,
clever idea to name the instrument as the 'fairy bells' and launch it as novelty instrument
with sound effects.
At least two people claimed to be the inventor of the fairy bells. The most frequently
mentioned performer in all the newspaper reports is Mr. Hargreaves Gill and several
advertisements, such as this one, declare him as the inventor:
'...the inventor and clever manipulator of the "fairy bells"...'42
Hargreaves Gill is mentioned many times, especially in Liverpool newspapers, and he once
played before the Prince of Wales and other members of Royalty. An entry in the Blackburn
Standard 1884:
'Mr. Hargreaves Gill, Royal fairy Bell Performer, under the special patronage of
H.R.H. Prince of Wales, has kindly consented to give a Selection on the fairy bells.' 43
According to notes by his family online, he was born in Accrington in 1845 and was
originally a mill worker. He was also a freemason and there are newspaper reports of Bro.
Gill playing the fairy bells at masonic events. He spent many years in Liverpool and at one
point (according to his family) he was a Book Keeper. He moved to Blackburn in 1883.
Did Mr. Hargeaves Gill (of Accrington, Liverpool and Blackburn) know or read about 18th
century English harps or bell harps and devise his own version that was then taken up and
developed by the London pianoforte-maker, Richard Cook? Without any further evidence
this doesn't seem very likely.
Another person with a claim to be the inventor of the fairy bells is mentioned in an
obituary in the Manchester Courier and the Lancashire General Advertiser in 1892. The
newspaper records the death of Mr. C.E. Locke,
'...late of Stratford-road and formerly of Ducie-street, Strangeway .. who... was
widely known and highly esteemed in musical circles. He was a successful maker of
pianofortes and claimed to be the inventor of the seven octave, and the seven and

one-third pianos, the Lancashire fairy bells, keyed steel harmonicans, and other
instruments...'44
C.E. Locke, then, claimed to be the inventor of the fairy bells or rather, the Lancashire fairy
bells. I can find no other references to the 'Lancashire fairy bells' and nothing suggests it is a
peculiarly Lancashire instrument.
There have been hundreds of 'pianoforte makers' in Britain and C.E. Locke is, indeed, one of
them. He exhibited in the 1862 International Exhibition in London.
'Locke, Charles Edward, 7 Great Ducie Street, Manchester, the peri, campanula, or
fairy bells'45
The Popular Guide to this Exhibition very briefly notes:
'The "Peri Camanula," or fairy bells, is a pretty, pleasing instrument by Locke'46
And in the Dublin International Exhibition of 1865 Locke is listed as being at 36 Dulcie Street,
Manchester. He exhibited:
'Peri campanula, or fairy bells for solos or accompaniment'47
He also exhibited 'fairy pianettes (self acting)' and, whatever they might have been, it shows
his liking for 'fairy' in the descriptions of his inventions.
So much is clear: Locke exhibited an instrument called the fairy bells in 1862 in London and
in Dublin in 1865 and his obituary claims he was the inventor of the Lancashire fairy bells.
Perhaps Richard Cook got the idea from Locke?
It is also equally possible that Cook's 'peri campanula or fairy bells' is something completely
different from the fairy bells that R. Cook produced and which became so popular in the
following decades.

Appendix – some recordings online
1. 'Rounds'. In one of the earliest advertisements Richard Cook claims, 'Anyone can at once
produce enchanting imitations of a peal of bells.' Almost certainly this meant playing
'rounds', simply a downward scale. Perhaps the potential customer was handed an 8-string
model and told to put his or her thumbs on the two innermost strings and then simply pull
the right thumb over the four strings to the outside of the instrument and then told to pull
the left thumb over the other four strings towards the left hand side. The result is a
downward scale. If the result is a bit uneven it wouldn't matter; the fairy bells is imitating
eight bell ringers and eight bell ringers will often be more or less uneven.
The result, when swung, might sound something like this (here in D rather than C):
http://www.pluckedturkeys.co.uk/FBsounds/rounds.mp3

2) A simple chime would not be difficult to learn, like this:
http://www.pluckedturkeys.co.uk/FBsounds/whittington.mp3

3) And a simple song. The Bell Ringing.
http://www.pluckedturkeys.co.uk/FBsounds/thebellringing.mp3

4) Chris Goodwin found two early recordings supposedly for 'Fairy Bells with orchestra'. But
the instrument we hear is some sort of mallet instrument, probably a glockenspiel. It's very
lively and attractive music but a long way from the world of the fairy bells, especially as
played by amateurs.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBwKiBHM0IY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ozb5BKne6uQ

5) There is an even earlier recording from 1899 of G. H, Snazelli playing some kind of metal
chime instrument. It is very basic and probably much closer to a fairy bells performance
than the professional recordings listed above.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TyaK0yz2FMQ
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Stuart Walsh

Some questions and conjectures concerning the 18th century bell harp
It is ironic that the 'fairy bells' is always subsumed under the generic term 'bell harp'. Much
more information is available about the fairy bells: about the instrument itself, who played
it, how it was played and what was played on it. In contrast the eighteenth century bell harp
remains elusive and mysterious. All modern discussions of the instrument have some
discrepancies or errors and the limited amount of information that survives makes it difficult
to draw any firm conclusions.
Before Eric Halfpenny's 1978 article, (“The Mythology of the English Harp.” The Galpin
Society Journal, vol. 31, 1978, pp. 29–35) the usual account of the bell harp, repeated over
and over again, was that it was invented c.1700 by a soldier, John Simcock. As will become
clear, a date early in the 18th century might, in fact, be plausible for the first appearance of
the bell harp but its inventor remains unknown
The connection between John Simcock, the bell harp, and a date around 1700 is to some
extent explained by Eric Halfpenny (ibid) . He argues that A.J. Hipkins in Musical
Instruments, Historic Rare and Unique (1888) drew incorrect inferences from a label on an
instrument which was then in private hands. According to Hipkins the undated instrument's
label states:
John Simcock, in the Right Honorable the Earl of Ancram's regiment of Dragoons,
and in Captain Bell's troop, makes, mends and sells the English harp; also instructs
gentlemen in the best mode of playing that instrument.
Notice that the label doesn't mention the bell harp; it says that Simcock makes, mends, sells
and teaches the 'English harp' not the bell harp. The implication that Simcock is currently in
the army as a serving soldier but pursuing another career in the music business seems odd
too and the label doesn't claim Simcock invented anything. The story that 'Simcock invented
the bell harp c.1700', on the basis of this label, is remarkably weak.
According to Halfpenny, this same instrument is now in the Victoria and Albert Museum.
But it does not have the label as described by Hipkins. Its label simply states: 'Bath. John
Simcock. Maker & Inventor'

Figure 1: V&A Museum No.15/7, formerly in private hands and with a different label.(See
Figure 4 for a photo of the whole instrument).

As ever with the bell harp any pieces of information about it seem to generate more
questions. What has happened to the label that Hipkins quoted? Was the label that Hipkins
quoted actually the maker's label or could it have been a label added to the instrument by a
previous owner or collector or dealer simply to provide details about John Simcock?
In any case, using the information from the now missing label, Hipkins used the details of
Simcock's life as a soldier in a regiment of Dragoons to infer a date for this instrument from
somewhere c.1700. Without going into the details, Halfpenny claims that this attribution of
date is wrong. The instrument originates from somewhere in the middle of the eighteenth
century, not the beginning. I omit the details because other evidence confirms that
Halfpenny is correct about the date.

John Simcock, 'Inventor and Maker of the English Harp' is mentioned in the Derby Mercury
in 1787 as an elderly man:

Figure 2: Derby Mercury 26 April 1787, p.4.
Simcock must have been born at some time in the early 18th century. He could not
therefore have invented anything c.1700.
As further evidence that Simcock's instrument was from the middle of the 18th century
rather than the beginning, Eric Halfpenny cites the Bath Journal for October 3, 1763 which
he (incorrectly) describes as Simcock's 'first and only advertisement':
John Simcock, inventor and maker of the English Harp in Kings-mead Street Bath
begs leave to acquaint the Nobility and Gentry and others who delight in music, that
he has, by great industry and application much improved and brought to great
perfection the said instrument; and has met with a most favorable [sic] reception
from the Nobility and Gentry whom he had the honour to serve; upon which he
teaches Ladies and Gentlemen to play with great Ease and Expedition; but those
who have practis'd the Harpsichord, Violin, German-flute, guitar etc may with great
facility learn the English Harp without the help of a Master.
Here Simcock does claim to be the inventor of the instrument and, as Eric Halfpenny points
out, the instrument is the English harp not the bell harp.
Ian Woodfield (“The Mythology of the English Harp.” The Galpin Society Journal, vol. 33,
1980, pp. 133–134 ) discovered a slightly earlier reference to Simcock also in the Bath
Journal for October 29, 1760 which reads: 'John Simcock , late Drum-Beater in the Eleventh
Regiment of Dragoons...has invented a New English Harp'. The wording here is slightly
ambiguous in the light of Simcock's 1763 advertisement. Has Simcock invented a new
instrument that he is calling the English harp or has he invented a new and improved
version of his existing invention, the English harp? The 1763 advertisement seems to be
saying he has greatly improved his own invention. Whatever the case it is likely that Simcock
called his instrument the 'English harp' not only to distinguish it from the bell harp but more
generally from the Irish harp and the Welsh harp.
Woodfield (ibid) also thinks that this evidence shows that by 1760 Simcock had left the
army (he was a drummer) and had settled in Bath. This, however, is not correct. Simcock
didn't settle in Bath but instead he lived there only for a few years. Nor is Halfpenny's
fanciful conjecture at all plausible that Simcock had been the Earl of Ancram's bat man in

the regiment of Dragoons and then became his personal valet in Bath when he left the
army. In fact Simcock had moved to the small town of Leek in Staffordshire by 1764:

.
F

Figure 3: Manchester Mercury, 10 July 1764, p.4.

This 1764 advertisement is very similar to the one he used in Bath a year earlier but now
Simcock is also selling other musical instruments and books of instruction. In all these
instances, Simcock describes himself as the inventor and maker of the English harp. There is
no mention at all of the bell harp.
Simcock's advertisements are clearly aiming his instrument at an affluent audience, the
actual or aspiring 'Nobility and Gentry'. Halfpenny's speculation that Simcock became a
personal valet to the Earl of Ancram is bizarre. How could a personal valet also run a
business making and selling musical instruments? But the point that Halfpenny is making is
that Simcock was a soldier drummer and in the strict hierarchy of the army and in British
society a soldier drummer could not possibly have had the means to set up a business
making musical instruments. Simcock must, it would seem, have had a patron. Simcock says
in his advertisements that his improved instrument had been favourably received by the
Nobility and Gentry whom he had served. Perhaps the Earl of Ancram or someone else highranking in the army became his patron.
Still there are more questions. Supposing Simcock was set up in business by a well-to-do
person, how does a soldier drummer have the skills to make, and indeed invent, a musical
instrument, and moreover, a musical instrument of a quality that the 'Nobility and Gentry'

would actually deign to buy? One possibility is that Simcock had been trained in making
musical instruments in his youth. Around 1760, when he left the army, Simcock would have
been middle-aged. Perhaps he had been apprenticed in musical instrument making as a
young man but, for some reason, had joined the army.
Still more questions arise: supposing that Simcock did have the skills to make musical
instruments and supposing he had backing from a patron, why did he choose to make the
instrument that he did make? Why did he concentrate on just one hitherto unknown
instrument, an instrument of his own invention, the English harp?
One possibility (and no more than that) is that that he and his patron had seen the
extraordinary success amongst wealthy amateurs of another instrument, the wire-strung
guitar (or guittar). The wire-strung guittar was launched in London in the mid 1750s and
quickly became a very fashionable and very popular instrument especially but not
exclusively with female amateurs. The wire-string guittar is tuned to a C major chord and
much of its repertoire is made up of simple, single-line melodies (songs, dances) in the keys
of C and F major. Perhaps Simcock hoped to replicate this success with his newly invented
English harp. Outside of London itself, the city of Bath would have been an ideal place to be
situated to target an affluent audience visiting the spa. However, for some as yet unknown
reason, by 1764 Simcock had moved to Leek. It would seem that, although some of
Simcock's instruments survive, his English Harp never became very popular.
The last question and the most important one from the point of view of this paper is: what
is the relationship between Simcock's English harp and the bell harp? Every reference
source put the two instruments together as the same thing but surely Simcock cannot claim
(in 1760) to have invented something that already existed? Presumably Simcock either
invented a new instrument or made some significant changes to an existing instrument.
The actual instrument that Hipkins wrote about in Musical Instrument, Historic, Rare an
Unique (1888), and the basis for the long-held and wholly incorrect idea that' Simcock
invented the bell harp c.1700', is now in the Victoria and Albert Museum.

Figure 4: English Harp? (listed as a bell harp by the V&A) made by John Simcock, Bath.

The V&A instrument has no lugs for holding the instrument (compare this with Figure 5,
below) and has 24 (?) quadruple and triple courses and about eighty or ninety strings and
tuning pins. This is quite a substantial instrument.
In his advertisements in Bath and Leek in 1763 and 1764 Simcock claimed that he had: 'by
great industry and application much improved and brought to great perfection the said
instrument' (the English harp). There is a very interesting illustration of another of Simcock's
instruments in Galpin's Old English Instruments of Music 1910 p. 63 (Galpin makes no
distinction between the bell harp and the English harp and refers to Simcock's instruments
as bell harps)

Figure 5: Illustration of an English Harp (F.W.Galpin, Old English Instruments of Music 1910,
p.63). Galpin calls this instrument a bell harp.
This is the instrument with its lid or lids removed. There are lugs ('handles') on each side
next to the tuning pins. There are fewer courses than on the previous instrument (see
Figure 4) and all the courses are triples. Looking down on the instrument from a player's
perspective on the (left) lower side there are seven courses and then nine courses on the
higher (right) side. However the lowest note of all on the instrument is not where it would
be expected. It is on the right hand side, nearest the edge of the instrument. It is easier to
see this on the illustration below (see Figure 6). It is likely that this disposition of stringing
makes for a more balanced instrument when held in playing position.
Simcock's advertisements don't tell us anything about how his English harp was played but
the lugs on each side of the instrument strongly suggest that the instrument is designed to
be swung. Also the disposition of the strings with the highest notes in the middle of the

instrument is the same as the (nineteenth and twentieth century) fairy bells which was also
swung when played. Like the fairy bells the English harp must have been held with the
hands and fingers and played with the thumbs. The triple-strung courses also suggest some
kind of plectrum would have been needed to pluck the strings and so the plectra must have
been attached to the thumbs in some way.

Figure 6: Details of the tuning scheme (close up of detail of Figure 5).

The two-octave D major scale is clearly shown in this illustration. The very lowest note, D, is
unexpectedly on the-right-hand side (looking downwards on the instrument) but thereafter
the scale ascends on the left hand side with both a C natural and a C#. On the right hand
side, ignoring the low D, the scale continues upwards from D-D (without a C natural in this
higher octave). The instrument is designed to play diatonically in the keys of D and G.
Probably the instrument was confined to playing single-line melodies and with this range of
notes most popular songs and dances can be played. The instrument is designed to be
elegant (for the 'Nobility and Gentry'), novel (by being swung when played ) and easy to
play. As noted earlier, Simcock might have been trying to create a fairly simple but elegant
instrument that could play single-line melodies in a couple of keys, just like the very
successful wire-strung guittar. Perhaps, and this is mere mere conjecture, it wasn't as easy
to play as the guittar and never became very popular.
The difference between the two Simcock instruments in Figures 4 and 5 is striking. Of course
this illustration, from Galpin's' Old English Instruments of Music, is just an illustration.
Galpin, or his artist, might have drawn a purely schematic instrument rather than strictly
from life. Yet very similar instruments do exist:

Figure 7: English Harp in the Horniman Museum

This instrument in the Horniman Museum has the label: 'Simcock. Maker'. Like the drawn
illustration of Figure 5 , the Horniman English harp has nine courses on one side and seven
on the other (but, unlike the instrument in Figure 5 it looks like the very lowest string is
where it would normally be expected).
So far this discussion of the bell harp has only been about John Simcock and Simcock never
mentions the bell harp. What now about the bell harp itself without reference to Simcock?
After all, the term bell harp is the generic term under which both the English harp and the
fairy bells fall in all standard reference sources on musical instruments to this day.
As far as I am aware there are no references to the bell harp from the seventeenth century
but there are reference to bell harps in the eighteenth century. They are sometimes
mentioned in newspapers in lists of items for auction. Benjamin Franklin is reported to have
had one stolen in 1778. The biography of a William Hutton records that he played one in his
youth. Ian Woodfield in “The Mythology of the English Harp.” The Galpin Society Journal,
vol. 33, 1980, pp. 133–134) found some references to a person in Norfolk playing 'wire
music' on a bell harp in the 1790s.
These brief references tell us that the instrument existed but tell us nothing about the
instrument itself. One reference even seems to be equate the bell harp with the aeolian
harp: 'Dryden, Davenant, and Otway, in their rhyming tragedies, resemble Bell-harps by
their constant jingling in the same tones.'
F. W. Galpin, in A Textbook of European Musical Instruments (1937 p.86) says that a similar
instrument, the Schelle-zither appeared in Germany at the same time as the bell harp in

England. Galpin is assuming the date of c.1700. I have not found anything so far about the
Schelle-zither either around 1700 or at any other time.
However there are references to bell harps in eighteenth century musical dictionaries and
encyclopedias and two of these predate Simcock's announcement of 'New English Harp' in
1760. James Grassineau's Musical Dictionary was published in London in 1740. The work
was published again in 1769 but this entry on the bell harp is from the 1740 edition. The
title page includes: ' The whole [i.e. the book itself] carefully abstracted from the best
Authors...'. The entry on the bell harp might have been taken from an earlier work by
someone else.
There is a problem that some 18th century reference works on musical instruments can be
unreliable, as is notoriously the case with F Bonanni's Gabinetto Armonico pieno d'istromenti
sonori (1723). Bearing that in mind, here is Grassineau's entry:

Figure 8: Grassineau Musical Dictionary 1740, p.12.

According to Grassineau the bell harp is about three feet long. This measurement is
repeated in several later sources that are all clearly based on this entry. Yet of the few
surviving instruments that have details of overall length, all are much shorter than this, with
an overall length more like 50-60 cms (20-23 inches). Grassineau's bell harp is about 10
inches longer than a typical 19th century fairy bells and couldn't possibly be played like the
fairy bells. It couldn't be hand-held and swung, or not by a person of average height.

According to this entry the bell harp can have a range of three or four octaves. Grassineau
doesn't indicate whether this bell harp is single-strung or an instrument with courses. All
other eighteenth century instruments cited today as bell harps have courses of three of
four strings. The two English Harps by Simcock mentioned above have triple or quadruple
courses. Grassineau states 'that the thumbs are armed with a little wire pin or needle in
order to draw the sound the clearer'. The need for some kind of plectrum to draw out the
sound does indeed suggest an instrument with multi-string courses.
An instrument with four diatonic octaves and with quadruple courses would have one
hundred and sixteen individual wire strings. An instrument with three diatonic octaves of
triple courses would have sixty-six strings. Instruments with so many courses are rather
similar to dulcimers and dulcimers are usually built quite robustly. Grassineau's bell harp
would have to have been built robustly too. Perhaps this partly helps us to understand the
opening sentence: '.. the common players thereon swing it as a Bell on it's [sic] bias, it being
hung on a string, and rested against them for that purpose.' The instrument is somehow
hung on a string (or rope?) but also resting against the body of the player. Perhaps the bell
harp is hung around the neck? Or is it hanging from a ceiling or post? Does the player puts
his or her arms over it to play it and swing it?
It's not easy to understand what is meant here but the crucial point is that the hands and
fingers aren't holding and supporting the instrument and are thus free to move. Something
along these lines must be true because an instrument with three or four octaves of multistring courses would be too wide for each thumb to reach all the notes. The hands couldn't
be holding and supporting the instrument at the sides because the thumbs couldn't reach
the centre of the instrument. As a contrast, the maximum number of single strings on the
Fairy Bells is sixteen and more typically only ten. On the fairy bells each thumb has to reach
over, at the most, eight single strings and more typically just five single strings. On
Grassineau's bell harp each thumb would have to cover at least eleven multi-string courses.
The hands must be free to move and they cannot be supporting the instrument. If the
instrument is to be swung and played, it must have been supported in some way.
The strings are 'struck with the thumb only of each hand, the right hand plays the treble, the
left the bass...' Now this could mean that on this instrument, unlike the English harp and the
fairy bells, the strings ascend a scale from the bass to the treble from left to right all the way
across the instrument. If this were so, the meaning of Simcock's 'much improved' English
harp might become clearer. Perhaps it was Simcock who thought of the very unusual
arrangement of the scale ascending half way across the instrument left to right and then
continuing up the scale on the right side going from right to left. This can never be known
for sure but Grassineau's bell harp was swung like a bell and surely it would hang on its
'string' very lop-sidededly if all the weight was on the left hand side (with the longer, lower
strings). The very notion of a swung instrument seems to entail the strange ascending scale
moving left-right to the centre and then right-left back to the centre.
The instrument in the V&A attributed to Simcock in Figure 4, mentioned above, is also quite
a large instrument and without lugs and with 24 (?) courses, and thus a range of about
three octaves. Yet the overall length of this instrument is only about 50 cms (just over 19
inches and a very long way from being four foot in length). Nevertheless, might an
instrument like this have been played as Grassineau very imprecisely explains, with the

instrument on a rope or string? Simcock's 'invention' of 1760 could then have been the
development of a smaller, lighter, hand-held instrument.

A similar entry to Grassineau's next appears in A New and Complete Dictionary of Arts and
Sciences (1754) quoted by Maurice Byrne in: Goodacre, John, and Maurice Byrne. “Two
Notes on the Bell Harp,” The Galpin Society Journal, vol. 39, 1986, pp. 128–130):
Bell HARP a musical instrument of the string kind, thus called from the common
players upon it, swinging it about as a bell on its biass. It is about three feet long; its
strings, which are of no determinate number, are of brass or steel wire, fixed at one
end, and stretched across the soundboard, by screws fixed at the other end. It takes
in four octaves according to the number of strings, which are struck only with the
thumbs, the right hand playing the treble, and the left hand the base, [sic] and in
order to draw the sound clearer, the thumbs are armed with a little wire pin. This
may perhaps be the lyra or cythara of the antients: but we find no mention of it
under the name it now bears, which must be modern.

According to Maurice Byrne (ibid) there are also very similar entries are in Chambers'
Cyclopaedia (1779) and Rees' Cyclopaedia (1808). There is also a similar entry in Edward
Jones Musical and Poetical Relicks of the Welsh Bards: (1794 edition p.107):

The Bell Harp is so called, probably, from the players swinging it about, as a bell on
its bias, for the sake of varying the tone. It is a small flat instrument, almost three
foot long and strung with steel or brass strings which are fixed at one end and
stretched across the sound-board, and screwed at the other end: its compass is
about two octaves. In performing on this instrument, it is held at the sides, and
played only with the thumbs, which are both equipped with a little quill for that
purpose. In shape it is totally different from the Harp, and rather more of the lyre
kind. But there is no reason to suppose that the Bell Harp is ancient, as I find no
mention of it under that name.

Grassineau's (1740) account of the bell harp is the basis for all these other entries in 1754,
1779, 1794 and 1808 and may be itself borrowed from an earlier reference. There is, of
course, always the possibility that incorrect information is simply passing from one author
to another, just as happened to the entirely incorrect notion that 'Simcock invented the bell
harp c.1700' in the twentieth century. But, taken at face value, we have In Grassineau's
Musical Dictionary a description of the eighteenth century bell harp.
As far as I am aware, no instruments of this kind, three foot long with a range of three or
four octaves, survive and the reliability of this entry has to be questioned. Nevertheless, it
might be the case that some aspects of these descriptions are reliable but others less so.

Only Grassineau's Musical Dictionary claims: 'it [is] hung on a string' but the other three
versions agree on the length of the instrument and a three foot long instrument can't be
held with the fingers and swung, or not by people of average height, and a four-octave
instrument (or even three octave instrument) cannot be played with the thumbs if the
hands are holding the sides of the instrument.
It's interesting to note that the 1754 version gives four octaves for the range of notes,
whereas the 1794 version states that the bell harp is a small, flat instrument of about two
octaves and that the instrument is held at the sides. All these factors could point to a
smaller instrument (but surely not three foot in length) which had been developed (by
Simcock) in the years between 1754 and 1794.
There is another important 18th century reference and it is not based on Grassineau's
entry. In Book III of Elements of Musick (1767) William Tans'ur discusses the bell harp. As
well as longer sections on the organ, bass viol, violin etc, Tans'ur also has brief sections on
more humble instruments such as the 'Guitarra Spaniola or Citern' (the wire-strung
guittar), the fife, the tabor-and-pipe (three-holed pipe) and the dulcimer. Here is the entry
on the bell harp , following on from the dulcimer, from Book III Chapter 9.2:

Tans'ur includes the bell harp along with the dulcimer, tabor pipe, fife and guittar and
doesn't include, for example, the lute or five-course guitar which, although rare, were
played in Britain at this time. This suggests that at the time of writing Tans'ur considered
the bell harp to be a popular instrument. He is writing in the 1760s at the time Simcock was
making English harps but there is no reference to the English harp, only to the bell harp.
Perhaps Simcock's English harp is nothing more than a small, hand-held bell harp. Perhaps
also the name 'English harp' itself soon faded and the older term bell harp was applied to
both smaller and larger instruments.
Finally, Figure 5 shows two anonymous and undated instruments in the collection of the
Musical Instruments Museum in the University of Edinburgh.

Figure 9: Two bell harps (or English harps?) in the Musical Instruments Museum, Edinburgh.
Figure 9a) has a slightly bell-shaped body and is dated by the museum as 1700-1750 and b)
is dated as late 18th century. Both are triple-strung with sixteen courses and so they would
probably have a compass of two (diatonic) octaves. Neither instrument has lugs but they are
both obviously similar to the instruments made by Simcock shown in Figures 5 and 7. The
overall length given for (a) is approximately 60 cms and for (b) is approximately 50 cms
(roughly 20 and 23 inches). They are significantly different from the bell harp as described
by Grassineau but there are reasons to suspect that Grassineau's entry is not fully reliable.
Are they bell harps or English harps? If there is some sort of connection with John Simcock,
that they were made by him, or that the makers were influenced by him, then I think that
they should be called by the name given by Simcock, 'inventor of the English harp'; they are
English harps.
The accompanying descriptions in the Edinburgh Museum don't give the reasons for the
actual dates suggested for these instruments, nor for the differences in the dates. The date
of 1700-1750 for the instrument in Figure 9a) might have been more plausible on the now
discredited idea that Simcock invented the bell harp c.1700, but in the light of the entries in
dictionaries and encyclopedias listed above this dating seems less likely.
Figure 9 b) also includes two quill plectrums that supposedly belong with that instrument.
Here they are closer up:

Figure 10

They are quite ornamental in design and could only be grasped by the fingers and thumb in
which case the instrument could not be held and swung. It seems unlikely that they were
somehow tied to the thumb. In any case they are quite different from the descriptions given
earlier where something is attached to the thumb:
Grassineau: '[a] little wire pin or needle'
Edward Jones: '[a] little quill'
Tans'ur: '[a] split quill, whalebone or thin horn'

The sort of plectrum as used by some guitarists today (see below, left) would limit the
distance that the thumb could reach.

Figure11: Thumb plectra.
Perhaps the two images on the right shows how a plectrum could be attached to the thumb
although the image here is of a 'qanon' plectrum fixed to a forefinger. A thin wire needle or
quill attached to some sort of ring on the thumb would extend outwards and, helpfully,
even increase the reach of the thumb.
I have found very few surviving instruments. Eric Halfpenny (ibid page 30) gives the very
strong impression that he had seen many examples. He writes, 'Stringing is normally
trichord, although exceptional instruments sometimes have 4- and 5-string courses. The
scale is usually diatonic and the compass two octaves more or less. An occasional chromatic

[note]...is not uncommon, and some instruments have one or two 'drones'. One unique
example even has a couple of hand-stops for re-setting mutations.' Perhaps he had access to
instruments in private hands. An inventory of existing instruments would be a valuable
contribution to the understanding of these instruments.
The amount of information on the English harp and the bell harp is scant and often puzzling.
Nevertheless, none of the available sources of information suggest that these instruments
played anything other than ordinary, straightforward music. I would guess that these are
primarily melodic instruments playing single-line tunes. Tans'ur (ibid) says that 'when
artfully managed, [the bell harp] affords tolerably good harmony' but I think that he simply
means that they sound effective when well-played, not that they are harmonic instruments.
Bell harps may sometimes have body outlines that look a bit like bells and they are swung
like bells but there is no mention of them in any way imitating bells. These entries from
learned works in the eighteenth century quoted above might have bothered to mention a
connection with actual bells if there had been any, but they don't.
Eric Halfpenny (ibid p.34) offers the suggestion of a connection between the bell harp,
English harp and change-ringing, or indeed that the instrument was actually designed for
change-ringers. It's an attractive idea and John Simcock is recorded as a bell-ringer in 1761
and in 1787. But an instrument with a compass of even two octaves, let alone three or four,
would be completely unnecessary. Twelve notes at most would be sufficient. Two key issues
in change-ringing are firstly, the mathematical method for producing the changes (the
permutations) and secondly, the practicalities and coordination skills of a group of people
working together to ring the changes. The first is cerebral and the second is logistical.
Neither requires a speciaIised musical instrument. If a person, working alone, wants to
memorise patterns connected with change-ringing, any musical instrument will do.
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Chris Egerton

Conservation and Restoration1 of a Tielke-School Guitar Soundboard
c.1600’s (part 1)

PLATE 1: External surface

PLATE 2: Internal surface

Abstract
The soundboard from an original baroque guitar of the Tielke school, c. 1600’s was
presented for potential restoration, conservation 2 and re-installation on the original
instrument. The original guitar was restored and altered several times in the distant
past to reflect changes of use, fashion and function. It was restored most recently by a
professional studio that retained most of the original structure, but the old
soundboard was considered too deteriorated for use and so a facsimile copy was
created and fitted to enable full professional playability.
The guitar’s current owner tracked down the old original soundboard (Plates 1 & 2)
and proposed its restoration and re-fitting.
Restoring and reinstating an object that has undergone deterioration, repair and
alteration over several centuries presents obvious practical challenges and there are
historical, scientific and ethical considerations. This project explores the various
complexities and the applied case-specific solutions.
Introduction
Studying objects created by our ancestors helps us to understand many aspects of
human history, evolution and cultural development. Musical instruments embody
multiple human endeavours: craft technologies, creative design, artistic expression,
manufacturing production practices and materials science to name a few and not
forgetting the actual application of the instruments in the musical arts. How we treat,
use and study old instruments is therefore important for the expansion of our
knowledge.
Restoring old instruments to playing condition was previously a common practice
with museum items. It became apparent that such interventions made irreversible
changes or had unknowingly employed unstable or even harmful repair materials and
methods. Sometimes ‘restored’ objects did not appear or practically function as they
originally did due to lack of data about earlier states, or to the lack of scientific
understanding about the consequences of the applied restoration treatments.
Minimum intervention is current museum policy, enough to preserve and stabilise
objects for the longest foreseeable time period. Special care and preparation is usually
applied when objects are feature exhibited or loaned, but storage, display and
monitoring in environmentally controlled spaces is the norm and very few museums
have working instrument collections. The Bate Collection in Oxford, England is one
notable exception.
Several authors (see bibliography) have discussed the appropriateness or otherwise of
restoring old instruments to playing condition and some of their considered ideas
and comments are relevant to this project.
Ethics and practical limits of restoration
The ethical issues and practical challenges and limitations of restoring an old
soundboard were made known and discussed with the owner. This conservator
indicated that the soundboard could be ‘restored’ to function and made apparently
cosmetically complete, but that its original acoustic state 3 was irrecoverable. In the
restoration process, some historical information embodied in the object would be
irretrievably lost. Broader ethical issues and current conservation practice and policy
were also outlined for consideration.

Ethical conservation codes 4 suggest that any applied treatments are as reversible as
possible and that the original object is not depleted or permanently altered by those
treatments. This includes compromising any so-called ‘intangible’ features such as
religious or important cultural significances. This reasoned ethical code postulates
that the current state and condition of an object may be more valuable historically or
scientifically if left undisturbed. For example, if there are unusual provenances,
materials, manufacturing techniques, repair methods or earlier historical changes
that merit preservation for future study. Note that even simply cleaning an object can
irreversibly remove potentially significant information 5. Conservation ethics require
some flexibility 6. There are no absolute principles because objects and their states
and conditions are complex and vary infinitely. Their proposed use, values and
possible treatment regimens are often unique, so that no universal rules can apply.
American Institute of Conservation (AIC) 7 have attempted ethical conservation
guidelines that are widely referred to and applied to the extent possible, but anyone
who has attempted to write a universal Code of Ethics will quickly understand that it
is impossible.
Historical musical instruments are particularly vulnerable to compromise as they are
maintained, modified and repaired over centuries and previous care applied was not
always the best 8. For example, if a modern-day player/owner wishes to play a 200year-old instrument using modern strings and modern playing techniques they might
seek restorations and modifications to enable that. The result would be a different
instrument to the original, possibly so far removed that it could no longer be
considered ‘original’ in any real sense. Old master violins have undergone many and
varied repairs and modifications over time such that often very little of the original
instrument exists. The claimed ‘originality’ perpetuates the romantic notions of a
great violin’s sound and the legendary maker’s craft and elevates them to mythical
status. Although little or none of the original instrument may exist the idea of a great
object is preserved and some argue that this is just as valuable as preserving a
tangible object. The example of the sailing ship of Theseus is often cited 9. After
Theseus retired, his old boat was preserved as a designated object of cultural value
and admiration. Constant repair and renewal meant that eventually none of its
original structure remained. The iconic transport of the hero used during his
historical epic adventures was still revered.
There is a common misconception that ‘restoration’ actually re-instates an object to
‘as it was’ at some point in history. Even if we deploy the finest craft techniques, the
most authentic materials and state-of-the-art scientific methods, an object such as an
historical instrument can never be returned to a previous state. That would imply
reversing time, which is impossible except in sci-fi movies. The best we can achieve is
a more or less accurate re-creation of an earlier state and a slowdown of any active
deterioration processes to stabilise and preserve what remains of the original for as
long as possible.
The decision
The owner decided and committed to a restoration of the soundboard after debate
and discussion. The service to art, education, culture and appreciation of historical

instruments, music and performance among the wider public was considered
important enough to balance some of the ethical and practical challenges. Seeing and
hearing a totally original instrument of this age would be an impressive experience
for any audience and very likely a unique and unforgettable one. The commercial
aspects were of importance; the owner could claim and advertise performances of
early music on a unique original historical guitar as a means of generating
professional income. Gathering new information during and after the conservation
offered academic and research value. Accomplishing the project aims would need
novel ideas and techniques. The integration of traditional craft processes with
modern concepts, methods, materials and conservation ethics, would inform future
projects of this type. Unavailability of safe storage or display 10 meant that one could
not guarantee the long-term safety of the soundboard separated from its guitar.
Although objects like this do exist in museum storage facilities 11 complete and
functioning instruments of this age and provenance are extremely rare.
End of part 1
Chris Egerton. April 2019
Part 2 of this article (forthcoming) outlines the practical approach and observations
made during preliminary examination and research
Select bibliography. Other relevant sources will be cited in future parts of this article
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Conservation and restoration activities co-exist to varying degrees in the practical interventions of old
objects. Robert Barclay discusses conservation, restoration and currency maintenance as applied to
musical instruments: Barclay R. The Preservation and Use of Historic Musical Instruments…’ pp 1922 and Table 2.1
2 American Institute of Conservation (AIC) offers one definition of conservation: ‘Conservation
encompasses all those actions taken toward the long-term preservation of cultural heritage. Activities
include examination, documentation, treatment, and preventive care, supported by research and
1

education’. https://www.culturalheritage.org/about-conservation/what-is-conservation. Accessed
7/4/2019
3 The term ‘state’ refers to an object’s actual configuration at a given point in time and will include for
example historical repairs, alterations and changes due to deterioration processes or changes in
cultural values.
In contrast, the term ‘condition’ focusses on the active deterioration processes present, their nature,
risks, and the possible remedies to halt or alleviate their consequences.
4 Several attempts at formulating ethical codes for conservation have been made. The AIC has a list of
13 codified ethics as well as additional guidelines for practitioners:
https://www.culturalheritage.org/about-conservation/code-of-ethics. Accessed 7/4/2019
5 ‘Cleaning is obviously not reversible; the exact material removed cannot be replaced. It is therefore
vital that the conservator be sure that the material being removed is not original to the maker of the
piece or important to any historic use of it, or that any information that such material can provide is
not lost during the process’.
Barbara Appelbaum ‘Journal of the American Institute of Conservation’ 1987. Vol 26, No 2. pp 63-75.
6 Munoz-vinas, Salvador. ‘Contemporary Theory of Conservation’. p 202. Routledge. London 2004.
7 See 3 above
8 Inanimate objects do not have rights or values other than those ascribed to them by human owners or
stakeholders.
9 Cohen, S. Marc. ‘Identity, Persistence, and the Ship of Theseus’
https://faculty.washington.edu/smcohen/320/theseus.html Accessed 7/4/2019
10 Objects made of organic materials such as wood ideally need to be stored or displayed in controlled
Relative Humidity (RH) conditions as well as under controlled light exposure and pest management
conditions to ensure long-term deterioration risk management.
11 e.g. Royal College of Music. An 18th Century ‘cello neck. Inventory number RCM0049
http://minim.ac.uk/index.php/explore/?instrument=9184 Accessed 7/4/2019.
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An Experimental Solid Lute Mould
Having built a lute body using a “toast-rack” mould, I was keen to try to build a lute using a
solid mould to broaden my experience. Fortunately, Travis Carey has published a series of
articles on his blog [1], forming a very clear and informative tutorial. I have adopted a broadly
similar approach, where the mould is formed using a series of semicircular sections, screwed
and glued to a base-plate, as shown in Figure 1 (a). A thin rail runs the length of the baseplate, and this is used to accurately register each segment in place. The aspect of the
construction process where I was least confident lay in accurately marking out the lines where
the adjacent ribs of the bowl should join, so I devised a method of inlaying these lines so that
they are an integral part of the mould, and planar by construction. As this was an experiment,
rather than build a full-sized lute mould, I opted to build a small prototype mould, for a
baroque mandolino [2], using some off-cuts of mahogany glued together to form a sufficiently
large block.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Base-plate and semicircular construction of the mould; (b) sacrificial jig used
to cut the slots for the inlay.

The process used to inlay the lines is straightforward and the figures fairly self-explanatory.
Slots are cut in each semi-circular section deep enough so that approximately 6mm remains
after the final carving of the mould has been completed, as shown in Figure 1 (a). The
crucial aspect of this step is to ensure that each slot is cut at exactly the required angle
and, if continued, would meet at a common focus. To achieve this, a sacrificial jig was used,
shown in Figure 1 (b). This is comprised of a thick MDF sheet with three small pieces of
mahogany glued to the surface, so that each segment can be registered against the jig in
exactly the same position each time. The left hand side of the jig runs along the fence of the
bandsaw, so that a slot is cut parallel to that side. After each pair of slots is cut, another
triangular section is cut from the side of the jig to define the angle for the next pair of slots.
After each slot is cut, the segment is flipped over so that the corresponding slot on the other
half of the mould can be cut. When cutting the slots, Figure 2 (a), with my right hand I
am simultaneously putting pressure on the jig to hold it against the fence, but also applying
some lateral pressure against the segment so that it is registered against the jig in a consistent
manner.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Cutting the slots on the bandsaw; (b) Dry-assembling the segments using
cabinet scraper for more accurate alignment.
Once all of the slots have been cut, the segments can be screwed and glued to the baseplate. I had originally intended to use cabinet scrapers inserted into the slots to make sure
that the segments were all aligned correctly, as shown in Figure 2 (b), however this proved
unnecessary; the registration spine on the base-plate proved sufficient. Once glued, the rough
shape of the mould was then established using gouges, spoke-shaves and rasps, the result of
which is shown in Figure 3 (a).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) After establishing the rough shape of the mould; (b) Extending the slots in the
hindmost segment.
The slots in the hindmost segment cannot be cut on the bandsaw to their full depth, so after the
segments were screwed and glued to the base plate and the rough carving completed, the lines were
extended using a saw with a suﬃciently narrow kerf, as shown in Figure 3 (b). To simplify this step,
and to ensure that the inlay ends neatly at a deﬁnite place, a hole was drilled in the end of the mould
at the focus of the facets, which was later ﬁlled with a dowel.
The last step was to glue some inexpensive black (dyed) knife-cut veneer into the slots. The most
economical method was to perform this in two stages; ﬁrst the front, and then the rear, as shown in
Figure 4. All that remained was ﬁnal shaping (using ﬁles, scrapers and sandpaper) and ﬁnishing using
Danish oil.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Inlaying the veneer strips: (a) front; (b) rear.
The completed mould is shown in Figure 5, and seems quite satisfactory. There is some extra work
involved cutting the slots and inlaying the veneer, however this is partially oﬀset by the greater ease of
the ﬁnal shaping of the mould. As the lines are built in to the mould, rather

than merely drawn on, there is no need for re-marking them at any stage, and it is easier
to judge the correct orientation for the facets. This approach also seems to result in almost
exactly planar facet boundaries, which was the primary goal, so I intend to use this method
when constructing the full-sized mould.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: The completed mould: (a) front, showing depth of inlay and (b) rear.
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